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ABSXEASI I
lh« transition probability of nn •xalt«d stat* to a 
lowttr atRt«« throui^ elaatronagnetio rediatlon depends on the 
ware funetlons of the turo states involved as well as on the 
energy and the aultipolf'rity of the electroaagnetio radiation*
The aefisureDent of the trmsitlon probability, therefore, plays 
•n ia^ortant role in understanding the details of the nuclear 
structure* In the present work e delayed oonoidenoe speetroneter 
lnoorpor«ting slow and fast ohannels has be«i oonstruated t<xr the
Mifsureaent of half olives of nuole»r states in the nano seeond
2 2region* Ihe proopt annihilation radiations froa Ne were used
to oalibrate tlie instruaent* Ihe slope of the two sides of the
prompt ourve showing the inher<mt resolution of the deteotors
end the elmaents of ooinoidenoe eireuitry was aeesured as -10T^«3*6zlO See* This sets the lower Halt to the half*llfe 
that can be aeasured with the present apparatus* The effect o t  
vrrious factors like phosphor decay tiae and photomultiplier 
transit«tlae whidi contribute to the tiae uncertainty in 
scintillation spectroaeter has been discussed on theoretical at 
well as on experiaental grounds*
Ihe delayed coincidence spectrometer was used to
129  ^131 ^ 133aeasure the half-lives of excited states in I « Cs » Cs , 
Pr^^^, Tb^®, Lu^*^, Ta^^ snd W^^* rhe conversion
coefficient of 142 Kev Level of Pr^ *^  ^was also ae»8ured* the 
e]q>ex iaental results have been coBq;>ared witti the existing theories* 
For the purpose of calculations the results hr<ve been divided in
tvo parts Tls* (l) G-forbldd«n trsniltioni (transiticma whioh 
tak« plaee btween two shell i>od«l states t^ose differ by two 
units of orbital angular momenta <^^«2 ) and the transitions In 
defomed nualel (A7160). For ^  «forbldden transitions tiie 
ezperlnental Talues of the matrix elMient have been ocninared 
vlth ttie single pertlole m«trlx element and t^e metrlx|^Blealated 
by the theory of Arlisa et al« based on oonflguratlonal mixing.
Xhe analysis of the results Indloete that the escperlmental 
values of the matrix element for suoh transitions are mudh off 
than the single purtlole estlmc>tes but they are in muoh agreement 
with those oaloulated ftom Arlma*s theory. The experimental 
Values of the matrix element over a wide range of nuclei have 
been plotted on a logarlthndo soale and it was found thrt these 
transitions show some shell effeet corresponding to magio numbers 
at N«28, SOf 128| iriiere the value of tiie matrix element falls by 
a large faotor* For the transltiwis between exeited states of 
the deformed nuoleiy the oaloulations have bem mede on the 
basis of Bohr end Nottelson unified model and it was found that 
the oaloulatlons sueoeed very well in reproducing the general 
trends of the ejq;>erlmental results*
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Ih« dltoovcry of •rtlflelal radloaotlTlty and nuolear 
fission rmr«al«d that most of th« radioaotire nuolal follov a 
beta deeay or alaotron eaptura in iiihioh tha produot nualai ara 
laft in axoitad statas for vhioh tha partiola anission is 
anargatioally iiqpossibla* Tha da*azoitation of thasa ((uasi* 
stationary statas prooaad aithar by tha anission of an 
alaotromagnatie <|iiantun or by a o^Tarsion alaotron fron (ma 
of tha atomio shall or sub»shall« Tha transition probabiliV 
for tha amission of tha alaotro<^ raagnatio radiation from an 
axoitad state to a lovar stata dapands on tha vava factions 
of tha two statas involTad as wall as on tha anargy and 
BRiltipolarity of tha radiation* 1!ha maasuramant of tha transitior 
probability or tha half-lifa of an axoitad statat tharafora  ^
plays an iiqjortant rola in a^loring tha datails of nuolaar 
struotura*
Tha 'Hmiltipolarity*' whioh is ganarally usad to spaoify 
tha kind of gamma*radiati(»i as to both its olass and multipola 
order depanda on the spins and parities of the initial and final 
states involved in a particular transition* The oonserration of 
the total angular momentua re<|uires that the angular momentum 
carried avay by the emitted photon must be ecfual to the vector 
difference betwem the angular momenta Ij, and J f  o f the initial 
and final statesy i*e«
l i  - 1 } ^  L  ^  +  If CU),
I
It is Isaplied from the above seleotlon rule that the 
gm m e^ray transitlona of different nultipole order (nultipole 
order of the ^ -radiation la defined as 2^ so that fields 
oorresponding to angular momenta ly2|3^4 are referred to as 
being dipole^ (juadrupolei ootopole and 2 ^ pole eto*) nay take 
plaoe between two states charaoterlsed by the spins Ij, and If* 
In praotloef however^ L Is o<mflned by the relative transition 
probabilities! so that only the transitions of lowest possible 
order oorreq>ondlng to Lwlj^ l^f* ai are predcmlnant* Sometimes 
a mlxture^*^ of higher order l*e«| also occur alongwlth
L « AI • Since the smallest possible spin difference carried 
away by the photon Is unity due to the transverse nature of 
electromagnetic radlatlons| the Y  «ray trensltlons between two 
states having sero angular momenta (Ii«If«0) are strictly 
forbidden* The de*excltation of the nucleus In this particular 
case takes place only through ttie emission of the c<mverslon 
electron or electron-posltron palr^ (e*g« the 6 Mev first 
excited state of 0 ^)«
The classical ttieory of radiation combined with the 
(|uantum«i>me<dianlcel aspects predicts that for ea^ Value of 
angular momoitum L of the ll^t wvey two different waves are 
possible corresponding to the "electric** and the "magnetic** 
radiation. The electric radiation Is associated with the 
diange of charge distribution while the magnetic radiation 
Is associated with the change of current distribution^ within 
the nuclear field* The parity carried away by the two types
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of radietlons is howetrer^  different* Ihe eXeotrio multipoles 
have enren parity vhen L is eTen and odd perity when L is odd, 
whereas the magnetic radiations carry the opposite parities 
i«e* odd parity when L is even end even parity %^en L is odd* 
Thusf the parity of dec trie nultipole of order 2^ <■ (-1 )^  and 
ttie parity of magnetic multipole of order 2^ ■•(•1)^. Here the 
resultant (*M) denotes even parity end (-l) denotes the odd 
parity.
Conservation of parity reqiaires that the parity of 
the initial end final state should be the same for even parity 
radiation while it should change for odd parity radiation* 
Thereforei the electric dipole radiation (L»l) or magnetic 
(|uadrupole radiation (lm 2) which carry the odd parities are 
possible (mly between states of differ^it peritiesi while the 
magnetic dipole ( W )  or electric quedrupole (L«2 ) radiations 
whidi are of even parities may occur between states of same 
parity* We have therefore anottier selection rulei i*e*
A T  = T i - Tff -  fof electric transitions Cri)
and ATT = Ty<: magnetic transitions
AS a result of the above selection rules only the 
transitions of limited multipolarities are expected between 
two states of i^ecified angular momenta and parities*^ The 
results ere suamiarlsed in the following table*
Parity Change I Change of Angular Momentum Ix * I f
_____________ I 0 or 1_____2 3 4_______5
(-M) No J ®^2  ^I ”^3^  I ^  ^^ 4  ^ I E4  (M5 ) 1 M5 (Eg)
(*1) Yes } (M2 ) I M2  (Ea) I Ea (M4 ) I M4  (Eg) | Eg (M^ )
In the abcnre t&ble only tvo lowest nultlpole orders 
are given* Qie seeond In parenthesis is usually less signifioani
AS it has been pointed out earlier that a nuoleus in 
an esKited state deoays not only by the emission of an 
eleotrooagnetio qfuantum but quite often the nuclear exeitation 
energy is directly tr«isferred to one of ^ e  orbital electron 
In KyLy or H shellf vhlch allows the electron to overcome its 
binding energy and thus to escape out of the atom* Ihe 
conversion electrons are monoenergetic in naturei having the 
energy equal to the difference bet%reen the transition energy 
and orbital binding energy*
The conversion coefficients defined as the ratio of
the converted electrc^s to tifie unconverted V^rays depends
strongly on the energy and Bultipolarity of the radiation
besides the atcHoic number and shell or subshell of the nucleus.
Theoretical calculati<His of the conversion coefficients for the
K i^ell and subshdls %rere made originally for a point
nucleus by Rose^ which were further extended by SLiv and Band‘d
incorporating the screening and static nuclear sise effect*
8A few of the qualitative features of these results are helpftil 
in assigning the nultipolarity of the transitions*
1* The K. shell conversion coefficient o(k increases 
with nultipole order^ and for a given multipole order the
iKeelectric transitions are less converted than ^corresponding 
toagnetic transitions*
2* The K/L ratio decreases with increasing taultipole 
order for a givwi nuoleus with fixed energy of transition*
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3* oonversion predorainetes over 1*2 end L3  
ocmverslons in trensitions of lov mulUpole order and beoomes 
lets Important at higher multipole orders* Most of the 
transitions are oharaoterlsed Isy this feature*
Assignment of multlpole order on the basis of o(k or T/h  
ratio alone may give arablguous resultsf If there Is a mixture of 
the tvo radlatlonSf since In that case the expsrlnental oonverslor 
ooefflolcnt may correspond to some higher multlpole order*
However depending on the case a ooroblnatlon of owiverslon 
coefficient data with half*llfe or angular correlation measurement 
may remove the ambiguity In assignment*
The theoretical knowledge about the life times of 
levels Is of mu(di Importance In assigning the multlpole order 
of radiations or the structure of the Rudely if either of 
the two Is fixed by other meRsurements* Ihe calculation of the 
transition probability of a particular level requires the 
specific theory about the nuclear structure* Due to the lack 
of knowledge about the exact nature of nuclear forces^ the 
theories are developed in the form of models* Early atteoqpts 
were made to calculate the lifetimes using "Lifpiid drc^ model”^  
or a radiating mechanism associated %tith the rotating diarged 
particle* These models were however mostly speculative because 
of the insufficient e:q>erlmental evld«ioe* Arcmnd 1950 Mayeri® 
and Hexelf Jensen and Sauss^ independently introduced the 
concept of "shell model** on the basis of |B «^ecay systems tics 
and occurrence of Island of is<werlsm« The model was later 
found to predict the spins and parities of ttie ground states and
flrit «xolt«d atatea for moat of the nuolel with tauoh auooeaa*
Ihla model aaaivaea that eaoh nucleon movea lndependenU.y in the 
average pot«itiel produced by all of the other nuoleona* The
tranaition probability for the emiaaion of a ge9mia-radieti(»)
13vaa oelculated by Weiaakopf*^ on the baaia of aingle particle 
▼eraion of the ahell model in vhi(^ a aingle proton vaa aaaumed 
to make a tranaition between two aingle particle atatea having 
apecified quantum numbers* The Weiask^f eatimatea were reduced 
to more realistic form by itoaikowaki^'**^ ^^o pointed out that 
the tranaition probability between statea of partially filled 
orbits ia lesa than the corresponding aingle particle atatea 
by a factor ^ known as the "seniority statistical factor"*
Shell model I thcmgh was found to be <|uite successful 
in explaining the remarkable uniformity of the matrix elements 
of tranaitionsf^^ falls short in explaining many V  •toansitions 
including the £ ->forbidden tranaitiona* According to single 
particle model the magnetic dipole transiticms between two states 
differing in orbital angular mwimtum £ are strictly forbidden« 
since the magnetic dipole mom^t operator connecta states of same 
orbital angular momenta and same radial quantum numbers which 
are degenerate in the aingle particle velocity independent 
potential* Host of ^ e  transitions distinguished as purely 
by conversion and angular correlation data do not aatiafy the 
above selection rule and hence they are clasaified aa ^-forbidden 
Ml transitions* Such transitions are ahown to poaaess longer 
lifetimes than ^ e  ones calculated theoretically on the basis of 
allowed tranaitiona from the shell model* Various atteiapta have 
be«i made in the past to explain these trrnaitions on aemi-empirici
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as veil BS on theoretlcel basis* It has been first pointed out
by arahen and B ^ l ^  that the experimental points for su<^
transitions nay be grouped along two straight llneSf given
by log't^* • 11*0 • 3 log E (E in Mev) for odd proton nuclei
and log't^ * • 11*7 • 3 log E (E in Mev) for odd Neutron nuclei*
The validity of these semi^eniperioal curves was later verified
17by the esqperiments of de Waard and aextiolm*
the theoretical interpretation of these transitions
jd in t 
19-20
7
18oeme from the theory of exchange interaction assume he
so called many particle shell model* Sach and others 
concluded that the presence of velocity dependent interactions 
like spin-orbit coupling and exchange forces betveoi pair of 
nucleons reasove the degeneracy of the levels in the nucleon 
configuration other than the closed shell and therefore the 
special selection rule whidi forbids transition between 
states of different angular momenta is relaxed* Xhe c^ lculatioi 
of the matrix element on the above assu!?^ tions gave a fair 
<|uantitative agreement betvem experimental end theoretical 
valuesf the ^eoretical values being somewhat too small*
An alternative approach to explain these trMisitions
23.was explored by Volkov who realised that the departure of the 
actual wave ftmctions from the shell model mc^ give the
2ncm*vanishing matrix element for such transitions* Arima et el* 
calculated the contribution to the matrix element using wave 
functions consisting of all the possible ad«mixture of zeroth 
order end excited configuraticms* the results so obtained
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on the standpoint of oonflguretionel oixlng in the coupling 
t^ell model were found to be In good agreement with the 
experiments*
23Meanv^le ttie etaplrleal data of Ooldhaber and Sunyar
suggested that the first exolted states of laost of the even-even
nuolel have spin 2  and even parity* £he transition from these
states often proceeds too fast to be accounted from t^e single
particle shell model estimates* This b^evlour combined with
the anomalously large <;^ adrupole moments for many of the nuclei
suggested that the observed quantities are not the properties
of single nucleon but contributed by the collective motion of
the nucleons* Bohr and Mottelson^^ suggested that these
discrepancies can be veil accounted for by the "unified nuclear
model" which involves the assumption that the nucleons iiK>ve
nearly Independently In a cooeaon slowly changing non-spherlcel
potential* In fact the unified description of the nuclear
dynamics deals with the state of ^e nucleus ^Ich Incorporates
both the particle as veil as collective degrees of freedom*
Ihe first of these represents the motion of the nucleons In a ft
fixed potential under the Influence of their mutual Interaction! 
vhlle the second Is associated vlth the variation in shape and 
orientation of nuclear field due to collective excitations*
The con^etltlon betveen particle forces and the surface 
interactions determines the resultant coupling scheme* In ^e 
inBedlete viclnl^ of major closed shell the particle forces 
dominate over the surface interactions and thus the spherical 
symmetry of the nucleus is restored. The nuclear level schesw 
may be veil accounted for by considering the motion of the
nuoleons under the Influenoe of reslduel Intereotlons* The
striking evidence for such pertiole excitations is afforded
by the ooouranoe of low lying states with a spin very different
from the ground state (long-lived isomeric states)* The
transition probability of these states were however found to be
Ruch smaller than the shell model estimates which indicates the
influenoe of weak surface coupling* Because of the modification
of the particle wave functions implied by the n«i*8pherical
potoitial^ (leading to the situation of £ or J forbiddenness)f
the transition probability is in general reduced* The enhencenien^
of £ 2  transition probability between the low lying levels of the
26even*even nuclei is esqplained on the basis of the polarisatitMi 
of the core (closed shell) by Uie particles in the unfilled shell
As more nucleons ere added outside the closed shell 
configuration9 the coherent effect of polarisation due to all 
the nucleons in unfilled shell increases the toidency of the 
nucleus towards def(vmaticm* Ihe nuclear states are thus 
described by th e vibrational spectra corresponding to the 
collective oscillatlcxis of the nuclei about the spherical ^ape* 
Ihe occurence of spectra and the energy ratio of 2
between first and second 2 ^ excited state in mary of the even*evc 
nuclei (60£:A^150} indicates sucdi vibrational charact^*^ 
Fxirther the usual de*excitatlon of the second 2'*' state to the 
first 2 ** state through £ 2  radiation is in accordance with the 
well known selectim rule for haniK>nic oscillator* Ihe odd«A 
nuclei in this region show rather a conq^ lex superposition of 
individual particle and collective excitations vdiieh is 
described in terms of the shell model states of the odd*partlcIe 
and the vibrational states of even-even core*
9
1 0
For nuoloi far away from ttxm oloaed aholl the 
spherloel ^ape under the Influence of deforming foroes due to 
many partloles» beoomea unstable end the tiucleua aoqulrea an 
ecjulllbriua deformation of axially aymmetrlo ahepe* For auoh 
nuclei the oolleotlve motion sepf^ retea into rotetionely 
ribretlonel and single particle (intrinsic) modes* The first 
corresponds to tt\e rotation of the nucleus with the presenrsticm 
of ^epet second to oscilleUons about the deformed shfipef and 
the last one to t>>? independent motion of the outer nucleons 
in the average deformed field which the nucleus now effectively 
presents to these nuoleona* The rotaticmal spectra may be well 
understood considering that the coupled system of particles 
and surfacei rotates like a aynnetric top with three constant of 
motions I, M and K representing the total angular momentum and 
its projections on the space fixed axlsi and on the symmetry 
axis respectively. In even*even nuclei| corresponding to 
pairwise filling of all the lower orbits the ground state has 
The rotational band starting fron this state due to 
symmetry properties of even-even structure is limited to
I ■ Of 2* 4| - • • • • (with even parity) (1 .4 ) 
The transition from first excited state, due to the special 
sequence of levels is of purely o^eracter which gets 
strongly enhanced due to collective rotational motion. The 
rotational spectrum in odd A nuclei depends on the angular 
momoitum 1q of the ground state* For the rotatl<»ial
band forms a series of states with spin
I ■ K| K+l| ISL-»2, • • • • • (seme parl^ as of ground stat
(1.5)
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The first excited state in Uiese nuclei is expected to decay 
by the emission of almost pure radiation on single particle 
basis but in this situation a considerable ndxture of E2  
radiation may not be ruled out in some cases since the later 
being comparably enhanced due to collective excitations* The 
ejqperin^tal results were found to tally with the above 
conclusion*
While the low energy excited states end the Eq
transition probabilities in heavy mass region ere eiqplained
by the simple rotati<m of the nuclei, the coif^ lete analysis
of the nucleer properties requires the knowledge of intrinsic
wave functions* Ihe problem of single particle motion of the
nuclei in phenomenological potential wells has been recently
28*29explored by Nilsson and others* As a result ^ e  observed
ejq;>erimental spectra in various nuclei are well eoqplained by
different intrinsic states and the corresponding rotational
band associated with each such state* The transition between
two individual particle states corresponding to different
30rotational bands ere hindered and are governed by the
28asytq)totic selecticm rules beside L ^ «• K^* The transitions
violating the later selection rule are known as K»forbidd«n 
and are highly hindered*
Zn view of the above discussioni it is evident that 
once the transition probability for the decay of an excited 
level has been estimated on any one of the above mentioned 
modelSf it is re(]uired to verify it experimentally using a 
suitable technique* Various techniques are eo^loyed for the
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neesurment of helf^llTes of Isoraerie states depending on the 
order of magnitude. Lifetimes of a fev aeoonds and l(»iger are 
measured ty the usual method of plotting the decay ourvei the 
time being measured with the help of a stop vatoh* Ihe lifetimes 
less than few seconds and greater tJian 1 0*® sec* (iCT®^ few 
seoonda) are usually measured by pulsed activation technique^^*^ 
using a pulsed beam accelerator and setting the detecting 
equipment near to the target* The pulsed beam which induces 
the activity also opens an electronic gate movable in time 
through mechanical arrangeraent* A plot of the number of evmts 
in a gate recorded for different amounts of delay betwecm the 
irradiation time and the opening of the gate gives the helf-llfe 
of the activity, Ihe half-lives less tlian 10*® sec* ere measured 
by the methods discussed below*
NUCSLEAh HECOIL OK TIME OF FLIGHT*
The distance which an excited recoil nucleus covers 
in a imclear reaction before it anits a Y  *ray depends on the 
recoil velocity end the lifetime of the level emitting tiie 
Y *ray* Since the recoil velocity is known fr<XQ the reaction 
kineticsf the measurett^ ^t of the recoil distance gives the 
lifetime of th e level (t>oc/v}* The method consists In detecting 
theV*rays from tiie excited recoil nucleus In a directicm 
perpendicular to the incident beam* The arrangement for the 
detection of V -rays is such that only a limited region(infront 
of the target) is Viewed by the detector* The observatl(ms are 
taken either by moving the target or the oollimator and detector 
in a direction parallel to the incident beam* A curve showing
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the ▼arlation of *r&y Intensity vith the dlstanoe noved lay
the deteotor or the target is plotted* Ihe average distenoe
is oeloulated from the peak of the distribution. Xhis method
33is generally suitable for li^t nuclei* Xhirion.and Zelegdi 
measured Uie half*lives from this method upto 1 0*^^ seo«
DOPPLFH 3HIFZ OH DOPPLEH BROiO)mNQ MEtHOD.
If the reooil nucleus in a nuclear reaction is moving 
in the forward direction| then because of Doppler effect the 
energy of the *rey would be different in the forward direction 
than at 90^ * If howerery the life time of the excited state is 
large than the slowing down time of the recoil nucleus| then no 
doppler effect would occur and the energy of the Y *ray in 
forward direction and at 90^ would be the same* On the other 
hand| if the lifetime of the excited state is less than the 
slowing down timei the energy of the -rey in the two directions 
would be different and Uie measurement of the energy shift would 
allow the estimation of the lifetime* Elliot snd Bell^ used the 
Doppler broadening te<^nique and estimated the half*life of the
0.478 M«r 8 t8 te‘'/li'^ as 7.6 X 10*1^ Sec.
COULOMB EXSIXaXION.
Oft
It was first realised in practice hy Hixus and ^upancic 
and by McClelland and Goodman that a charged particle passing 
closely to a non^spherical nucleus may induce oscillations in the 
nuclear surface end thus is capable of exciting one or two low 
energy states through electric interactions. Ihe cross-section
14
for sudi prooess (known as coulomb exoltetlon) is given
Whore % ( S ) is a numttrioelly tabulated function of th« 
adlebatio parameter
m is th e mass of ^ e  bonberding particle and and r f  its 
yelooities before and after the in terse tion^ and and 
are the charges of ttie bombarding and target nuclei* Since 
the other quantities in ttie above e:]q;>ression are constants 
relating to the incident diarged particle end the target 
nucleus^ the measureToent of total cross section from the 
resulting Y "’ray yield for £ 2 decay may determine the reduced 
upward transition probability BCEg)*
The reduced upward transition probability B(E2 ) is 
related to the downward decay probability by the expression
^  0 1 )
i^ere Iq and I correspond to ground state and excited state 
respectively* Ihus knowing the upward reduced transition 
probability^ one can estimate the reduced dotmward decay 
probability from which the lifetime of the level may be 
deduced using the expression*
J L  ^  -  l - i L f e y i d x E x ¥ i C E , )  W'8^
vhere E^is in M«v and B<£^> in units of 1 0 * ^  cm^
NUQLEaH BGSONilNCE SCAlIiBDia AND ABSORPTION.
Aooording to the well*knoifn Heisenberg uneert&inty 
prlnolpal the leirel width p of a nuolear energy level is 
related with the lifetime of the level as
x r  =  ^
Ihe lifetime of the level nay thus be estimated if the level 
vidth p  is known*
One of the methods to determine the level vidth depends
on the measurement of the oross^seotioi for rescmant scattering
and absOTption of 'Y -rays* Aooording to eleotromagnetio theory
38the oross«seotion for resonant absorption is given by**
a i+ i  _ ^ _r__ _ ri’Q)
cr" "  2.10+1 * ‘ST CE-t.'>vr"
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«^ere E is the envrgy and X the wavelength of the inoident 
photon end is the energy and p the level width of the 
level* Evidently the cross*seotion is maxiiiiua for and 
it beooraes too small to be observed experimentallyy if (E^ Eq) 
is large compared to the level vidth* Owing to the last 
oonolusion^ even thou^ when the Inoident Y *ray energy is 
supplied from an aotive nuclei of the same kind as seattereri 
yet the resonent scattering is difficult to observe since the 
energy equivalent to ^  (i^ch most of the time is more than 
the level iridth) is lost due to recoil of the nucleus in the 
process of emission and absorption of ^ •ray* Various methods 
like heating the source^ or rotating it on the top of the hi(^
«peed m o t o r u s e d  to oon^ ensfite for the energy Xoss 
due to reoolX of the nucleus so that the resonant soatterlng 
is realised in practice*
4 0 —AORecently Mossbauer^^^ suggested that the resonant 
absorption may also be observed if the energy loss due to 
recoil is made negligible* He pointed out that if the knitting 
or the absorbing nucleus is bound in a solid9 the momentum 
consenration is satisfied by the crystal as a ^ole and the 
large mass of the recoiling entity mekes the recoil energy 
loss negligibly small* This process of recoilless resonant 
absorption has found an important place in measuring short 
hslfolires of excited states*
delayed coincidence technique*
Out of all the possible methods discussed in the 
foregoing paragraphsy the delayed coincidence technique is 
the most systeniatic end direct method for the measurement of 
the half olives in millimicrosec(»id region* The technique 
incorporates the direct measurement of time between two 
electronic signalS| one produced at a time wh&i the level 
is formed and the other %ihen the level decays* J^e first or 
the serotime signal is provided by p *or Y -rey by which the 
level is formed* In case a pulsed beam accelerat(ur is used 
to form the excited state^ the sero tiiM signal is often 
picked up from the pulsing oscillator*^
In the beginning^ the fast coincidence circuits with
hl^ resolving times were used for the aeasure?aent of time 
interrals* Zhe ooineid«rioe oounting rete w s  plotted as • 
function of various delays inserted in one of the Channel 
by meohanlcal delay lines or coaxial cables* At present 
fast oolncldenQe circuits are replaced by time*to*pulse 
height converters used in conjunction with loultichannel 
pulse heii^t analyser* The later in^roves the stability and 
increases the efficiency on data collection*
The data on the delayed coincidences are analysed
mostly by observing the logarithoic slopeof the delayed
48coincidence curvei since it is the simplest and least
ambiguous approach* However if the lifetime is shorter than
the resolving time of the coincidence circuit an estimate of
the half«life can still be made by the moment analysis
or by the ^Ift of the centroid of the delayed coincidence
51curve %rlth respect to the preset peak* The self^comparision 
R2method (in which ttie two plotSf one obtained before and the 
other after interchanging the function of the two detectors 
are compared) is an alternative method for the determination of
the half-lives shorter than the resolving time of the colncidenc
circuitry*
In the present work a delayed coincidence spectroraettf
incorporating slow and fast channel a has been constructed and
assembled for the measurement of the half*lives In the
12.9 133nanosecond region* Half-lives of excited states in | CS , 
C S ^ ,  Pr^^, Pr^^S Od^’, have been
measured* Enphasls has also been given on the radioactivity
17
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o t th« souroet vher«fver| It If found neoessery* The 
▼aluet have b«en oompared vlth the existing theories* Certain 
Interesting features about ttie structure of the nuclei are 
rerealed and are discussed In the last diegpter*
/
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delayed^ oincidence spectromexee
SOUHCE PhEPAfUTION AND M0UN7INQ
Th« preperstion of souroe playt an iiaportent role when 
one Is ooncerned with the meesure'nent of short haXf*llfe| slnoe 
a non-uniform and extended source may give rise to a tine 
uncertainty in miXlimicroseoond regicm. In the present work the 
souroes were prepared in the following manner*
SOUHCES FQh QAHMA«4iAYS*
Ihe souroes for f • T ooincidenoe measurement were 
prepared in a perspex envelope of 0 *C om* dla x 1 em length*
A few drops of the aotire material were pouredy through a 
pipette in a suitable oaTity drilled in the oontainer i^ioh were 
mbsequently dried up ty an infra red Inop* The souroes thus 
prepared were invarieKLy point souroes and were fixed on the 
adjustable stand in the centre of the two crystals*
SOUKCES FOR BEIa-AAYS*
Ihe souroes for |3« ]3 «nd jS-Y coincidences were prepared 
on the aluminitUB end perspex discs of 2*5 cm* dia* x 0*1 cm thickn< 
Ihe source diemeter was kept about 0*4 on by drilling a hole in 
the contre of the disc* She backing of the souroe was a 3mg/cm^ 
thin sheet of aluminium* The source was directly attached to the 
face of one of the photooiultiplier detecting the jg *rays* The
souroes emitting |B*^ 6rtioles ao(iuire stBtio positive oherge^ 
¥hioh causes s change in the velooity of the electron «sianating 
froB the source* this introduces a possibility of producing 
a time jitter* The aluminium disc carrying the source was 
therefore electrically connected to the ground to avoid any 
such uncertainty in time measurement*
MOUNlINa OF TIIE CRYSTALS 
MOUNlINa OF RaX OtYSSALS.
The sodium iodide (thallium activated) crystals in 
particular sises were obtained from Harshav chemical company 
in the form of rav blanks* The polishing and mounting of the 
same was done here in a specially constructed dry box at a 
humidity of The crystals were made deer by sero grade 
grinding pap«r so that the layer exposed to moisture and free 
iodine is removed* One side of it ves then polished by 
successively rubbing the crystal on a tissue paper vetted with 
acetone I till all the scratohef were removed* A coating of 
about lOmg/om^ of aluminium oxide vas uniformly dusted on the 
unpolished sides so as to make them perfectly reflecting 
surfeces. The crystal with its policed surface on the upper 
side was then placed in an aluminium can of 0*06 on thickness 
on all the sides* The polished surface vas covered with a 
clean glass plate which was sealed against moisture with a 
thin film of araldite adhesive iq^ plied at the comers* Ihe 
optical coupling between glass plate and the polished surface
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vaa iBflidc by using D«3* 2 0 0  sllloon fluid and osre vas tak«n| 
that no bubble remalnad in the fluid* This mounted orystal 
vas Joined firoly to the oathode of the photorailtlpller with 
the help of oelluloa* blaek tape and apeaon Q oompound*
D«C« 200 (sllloon fluid) vas again used between the joint to 
ensure good resolution*
MOUNlINa OF THE PLaSIIG SCINXILLaIOKS*
Plastlo solntlllator In the form of a long otyllnder 
1»5** dla z 4** long was obtained from D^artment of Atomle 
Energyy Trombay* the acetone was not found to be a suitable 
reagent for polli^ng and {Raping the same In required sizes* 
The crystal was therefore properly polished on one side and 
out to required slse by a hlj^ speed lathe* The other sides 
of It were oovered with dmg/om^ h l ^ y  reflecting ^eet of 
alumlnltm* The aluminium ^eets were blackened on the back 
side with the help of aquadag which served the purpose of 
outer light shielding* The scintillator was coupled to the 
photocathode of the photooultlpller using 0 *C* 2 0 0  as an 
optical coupler*
The polished anthracane crystals In Xh9 required slses 
were obtained from the Department of Atomic Energy^ 7rombay and 
were mounted In the same manner as plastic scintillators*
PHOIOKULTIPUER TUBE (6S10 A)
A recently developed photooultiplier tube ^ e  
R*C*A* 6810A was used for tt)e present measurements* The tube
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profTid« 8  a lov transit-tinw and high gain oharaotarifltioa*
It oonsist of fourteen multiplying stages and therefore is 
capable of rendering the output pulse of the order of 1 0 0  
▼olt per Hev* the main advantage of this tube lies in the 
ffiot that it eliminates the use of the distributed amplifiers 
to an^lify the output signal end therefore increases the 
stability of the operation and reduces the ir^erent noise 
present in these amplifiers*
A fairly stabilised negative voltege power supply 
was used to provide theM^H voltage to the photomultiplier*
The voltage to the verious dynodes %ras distributed through a 
net work of resistances* Xhe bleeder current across the 
resistances wes kept sufficiently large so that the pulse 
current in the photomultiplier may not produce an excessive 
voltege swing on the various dynodes* Few capacitances were 
also connected in parallel to the resistances to provide a low 
is^edence patti for the large amplitude pulses appearing on the 
dynodes at the later stages as i^own in fig* 1 * !Die voltage 
between the photocathode and the first dynode of the 
photoailtiplier was kept to its maximum value to reduce the 
statistical fluctuations and to minimise the transit^time 
between Uiis passage* Ihe potentiometers used for the focusing 
and accelerating electrodes were mounted on the perspex 
insulator so as to avoid the leaking of the high voltage* The 
potential of the focusing*electrode was adjusted to optimise 
the magnitude^ uniformity, end ^e speed of response* However
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the aooeleratlng electrode voltage wet adjusted to obtain the 
inininam cnode»dark current with some saorifioe in gain* Xhe 
photomultiplier was covered with a oylinderioal /^•nagnetio 
shield to avoid defleoti<m of eleotrcm*ceeoede due to the 
stray magnetic field of the earth* Each signal from the 
photosailtiplier ves split up into a fast signal (taken from the 
anode) and a slov signal (takim from an intermediate dynode)
SLOW CHANNEL
The positive pulses for the energy discrimination were 
taken from the tenth dynode of the photomultiplier so as to 
avoid the nonlinearity due to the saturation of the high energy 
pulses at the later stages* Ihe voltage pulses appearing 
across the 47K ohms resistance were coupled to the cathode 
follower throu^ a SOpf high voltage capacitance and the 
millivolt pulses after the cathode follower were amplified by a 
linear amplifier^* The an^lified pulses fron the output of the 
amplifier having their amplitudes prop<Mrtional to the en^gies 
of the various radiations from the source were fed to the 
single channel pulse height analyser for analysis* The whole 
assembly known as single channel spectrometer was used to select 
the proper energy pulses corresponding to the decay of a 
particular levdL*
EREHaY CiO.IEhAriOfi AND LINEAHITY*
Xhe energy calibration of the spectrometer was made 
Iv observing the singles spectrum of Y •rays from fla^i
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C t ^ y  and in Nal (tX) orystal of 8ls« 2«S ora dla x 2*5 em 
thloki as shown In fig* 2 * The gross features of the spectrum 
shoved a predominant photopeak corresponding to t}ie total 
absorption^ escape peak due to the escape of iodine K X*rayt 
back scatt^ed peiric and cotap ton edge etc* Xhe nuclei decaying 
through ^^ eraission had an additional peiOc at Oil keir corresponding 
to armihilatiwi radiation of positons* Ihe pulse height 
corresponding to Uie photopeak vas noted t<xr each case, ax^ a 
graph between energy ts* pulse height vas plotted as shown in 
fig*3* Xhe calibration curve so obtained was a straight line 
passing through isero of the scale which assured ttie linear 
response of ^ e  scintillation spectrometer*
ENEhQY KESOLUXION*
•
Due to the statistical nature of the light emission 
from the phosphor and the subsequent phototube variatlonsi 
there resultsy not a unique pulse height but rather a 
distribution of pulse heights for an incident mmoenergatic 
beam of particles* Xhe spectrum of the pulses resulting from 
a moioenergetic source follows a Poisson distribution* Xhe 
full width at half maximum of the spectrum defined as the 
resolution ▼aries inrersly as the squareroot of the incident 
energy*^^ Xhe photopeak resolutions with the aid of spectra 
Shown in fig* 2 were calculated for the yarlous energies and a 
graph between resolution vs.l/E^ ( where £ is the energy of 
the Y*ray) vas plotted as shown in fig* 4* Xhe curve was 
found to be linear within statistical limits in confirmation 
with the theory*
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iNtrasm HEASUkEHENi or Y  •a a y s.
Ihe intensity oeasur«ment for the verious •rays 
present in a psrtleular source ves mede by using N«I (71) 
eryateX and analysing the unknovn speotrum with the help of 
known monoenergetie sources of / Tays* The singles speotruoi 
from the known sources was successively subtracted starting 
fron the highest energy •ray* The resultinji areas under
photopeaks after applying the appropriate correction for
6  7photopeak effeciency and absorption due to crystal bailing|
were compared to yield Uie relative intensity of Y *rays 
presont in the source*
SFECXHOSCOPY OF p -RAYS.
As Hal (II) crystals because of their hygroscopic 
nature have to be mounted in air ti^t containerSf they can not 
be us«! for the detection of p oparticles from the external 
sourcesy since most of the betas would get scattered or
absorbed before ent^ing the crystal* Plastic or anthracene
\
crystals were used for the detection of p -particles* The
response of a plastic crystal 1" dia x 1*S” thickness for
137
6 6 0  kelT ccmversion electrons from Cs has been shown in 
fig* 6 * The resolution froa this curve for the 6 b0  ke7 
conversion electrons comes out to be 25^* Xhe resolution was 
however found to be very lauc^  dependant on the source size« 
shape and ^ e  distance of the source frors the crystal*
SLOW-GOINGID£Na£
The pulses from the two slow channels corresp(mding
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to aeleot«d energies vere fed to a slow ooincidenoe unit| 
vhloh was speoially designed and fully worked out* The 
ciroult diagrara of the same is shown in fig* 6 « the negative 
pulses from one spectrometer were inverted by the tube VI to 
trigger the negatively biased blooking osoillator ooo^rising 
the tubes V2  ^3 * oetiiode of the tube V3  provides the 
shaped pulses of constant aa|)litudc of about 2 0  volt and having 
the width at the base of about 0 * 2  >(iSeo« which were fed to the
o(jpiadrature grid of 6 BN6 coincidence tube. The pulses from the 
other spectrometer were also shaped in the similar way and 
were applied to the limiter grid of the coincidence tube through
g
a lumped delay line consisting of twelve stepsy each having 
a delay of 0*06 /^sec• The 6 BN6  tube which is initially in a 
noncunducting state due to the positive cathode voltage 
determined by the 2 »6K potentiometex, starts conducting i^en 
the pidses at its two grids overlap in tine and thus a 
coincident negative pulse at the anode is formed* The cathode 
potentiometer was adjusted so as to keep the resolving time 
of the coincidence circuit to be 0*25 JU. sec* thou^ higher 
bias of the cathode may be used for better resolution* The 
resolution of the slow coincidence ciroult was measured the 
two wti.1 known methods^ first by using a pulse gca^ effrtor and 
second by using two Ind^endent radioactive sources and using 
the expression No»2 N2K2 T^^ t Kq being the chance colncldenoesy 
and Nx» Ng being the singles counting rates in the two counters. 
The response of the coincidence unit for the pron9>t annihilatioi 
(|(ianta from Na^^ is shown in fig* 7*
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OAlE.
The output pulse from the ooinoidenoe olreuit vet 
n^atlve haTlng «n KC telly whloh ves \msuiteble for operating 
the 20*ditfmel analyser* This pulse was ther^ore shaped In 
amplitude and vld^ to meet the reciulre-nents of 2 0 »ohannel 
analyser. The gating olroult so designed Is ^ovn in flg«8 «
It consists of an Inverter tube 6aK5 and ttie unlTlbrator tube 
6J6 » The bias of the unlvlbrator (Sohmltt olroult)vhloh 
determines the amplitude and durstlim of the output pulse^ vas 
so adjusted that an output pulse of about 30 volt In an^lltude 
and 4 Aseo* In duretlon was obtained. This pulse vas most 
suitable to provide the gate for the 2 0 -<diannel pulse height 
analyser (Eldorado Eleotronlos. Co. Model PA400).
Fast channel
The negative pulse for the fast ohannel vas taken from 
the anode of the photomultiplier tube across a 5 K resistance 
i^lch vas carefully selected since the pulse a^lltude at the 
anode vas found to be dependant on the value of this resistance! 
Various resistances from 2 0 0  ohms to IQK vere thexeiore tried 
and the amplitude of the pulse %ras noted for each value using 
Nal (Xl) as phosphor. The ec|}lltude vas found to vary rapidly 
In the beginning upto IK^ and th«i slovly upto lOK. The Change 
In amplitude after IC^ vas negligible. The decay time or the 
vldth of the pulse vas found to Increase vlth the Increase of 
the resistance but the rise tltne had been uneffected. The
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resolution and the vas better for higher resistenoes*
A VBhie of 6K whloh was found to be most suitable vas used In 
the present measurements*
DISCRlNlNATOii AND PULSE LIMITER,
A fast dlsorimlnator and pulse shaper vas oonstruoted 
for the processing of the output pulse from the anode* The 
dlsorimlnator bias may be varied from 0  to 1 0 0  volt and It 
introduces essentially no delay for the pulses having ao^lltudes 
greater than 2-volt above threshhold* The detailed clroult 
diagram of the same Is shovn In flg»9« The tubes 6 x8  and 6 CL6  
form the dlsorimlnator part vhlle the tvo 404a tubes are used 
as limiter and cathode follow respectively* The trlode 
portion of t^ ie 6x8  tube remains In a out off position with a 
bias determined by the threshhold potentiometer i^lle the 
pentode section of It conducts heavily* The application of a 
negative Input pulse causes a drop In the common cathode 
pot«itlal of 6 x8  until the trlode section of this tube Is 
trlggeredi forming a negative pulse at Its anode. Tube 6 GL6  
fastens the operation of 6 xS| since In the event vhen the 
cathode potential of this tube does not fall as fast as the 
Input pulsey a positive pulse at the anode of Its pentode 
section Is formed* This positive pulse Increases the current 
In 60L6 vhlch subsequently fastens the rate at ^Ich the common 
cathode potential of 6 x8 falls* The output pulse from the 
discriminator having the rise-time approximately the seme as that 
of the Input pulse^ vas alloved to out**off a steady current 
of about 20 mA In K*C*a* 404A tube* The plate load of the 404A
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v«« a section of HH*2000 delay oeble (2o”2000 otosy 0*12 yUgeo; 
delay/ft) whloh wea shorted at the plete supply end with a 
owidenser of 0*1 The pulse thus formed at the anode ves
a s<iiiere pulse of 2 0  volt as^lltude end duretlcni 2  t (t being 
the one v sy delay time of the shorted oeble)* Ihe width of the 
pulse was kept approximately 300b /U-seo*^  adjusted with the 
lengtti of the delay oeMe) so as to provide the necessary dead 
time for the other pulses which may result due to long decay 
time of the phosphor*
TIME-XO-PULSE-HEIQHX C0K7BHXER,
*
lime^toopulse^eight converter (IPH) was similar to
1 2that described by Weber| Jhonstone and Gramberg* A few changes 
were9 however, made in the original circuit of the time*to«ifal«o 
height converter to make it suitable for our purpose* The 
block diagroD of the converter is shown in fig. 10* It uses 
essentially two coincidence tubes 6 AS6  and 6 ER6 * The control 
grid of the 6 EN6  is held at approximately sero bias while the 
quadrature grid of 6 EN6  and suppressor grid of 6 AS6 are •qhbmW 
together and aiire biased beyond cut»off* The two radiations 
one populating the level concerned end the other by which the 
level decays form the start and stop pulses* The application 
of stop pulse In the absence of start pulse produces no action 
as both the coincidence tubes remain in a cut off position* The 
start pulse of sufficient atoplitude on the other hand turns on 
a saturated plate current to flow in the 6 :s? 6 tube which causes 
the dis<^arging of the capacitor C linearly with time* If 
during the discharge of the capacitor^ i*e* in the pres«ice of
start pulse a stop pulse also occurs| it will trigger the 6 aS6  
tube forming a negative pulse at its anode« Ihis pulse is 
oouplod to the control grid of the 6 6 N6  and therefore will put 
the same in a non*oondueting state charging baok the cepscitor 
to its original potential ^ o u ^  h* The overall effect is that 
a negative pulse is produced at the enode of 6 EN6 | having a tail 
determined ty EC and the amplitude proportional to the delay 
between the start and stop pulses* Xhe value of R was <^osen 
to be 260 K to suit the require’nent of the linear anqplifier 
following the XPH« The negative pulse at the plate of 6 AS6 is 
limited in amplitude by the biased diode (IN34) to 2 0  volt to 
prevent excessive stop feed through*
the output of the time*to^ulse*height converter 
Varies from 0*02 volt to 4 volt^ depending on the overlaping 
time between two pulses* Ihe Los Alamos DD2 non-overloading 
linear amplifier whioh has the excellent features like low 
noiset large bend wid^i wide range of gain control and high 
stability, was used to as^lify these pulses* However an EC 
attenuator'^ of the type shown in fig*lO was used before feeding 
the pulses to the amplifier since the first stage of the same 
re<]aires the pulses in millivolt amplitude. The attenuator 
reduces the amplitude of all the pulses linearly by a factor of 
ten without effecting their shape* fhe width of the output pulse 
from the amplifier was 4 A sec* which was specially suited for 
operating the 20*channel pulse height analyser* The output of 
the an|)lifier was displayed on ^ e  2 0 »channel in coincidence 
with the gate provided by the side slow ^annels* The multichannel
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analya«r therefore records the nimiber of ef\rents as a function 
of pulse height i^loh in turn is proportional to the delay 
between the two selected events* 13ie whole assembly is known 
as slov»fest ooinoidmce spectrooeter*
PEliFQRHAHCE AND tIHE GaLIERaTION CT THE APPARATUS
22Xhe annihilation radiations from Na were used as 
a prompt source to calibrate the instrument. The insert in 
fig* 11 shows the decay scAieme^ of Na^^* As is clear fr«D
29the decay schemey Na decays by positon emission* Ihe 
positons when get annihilated emit t%ro simultaneous (prompt) 
Y**rsdifitions of 511 kev each* the delayed coincidence spectrum 
for the prompt radiations from Ka^ using two Nal (II) detectors 
at a stop delay setting of 10m yUsec* is shown in fig.ll* The 
slope of the two sides in tdiis spectrum showing the inherent 
resolution of the two detectors and Uie elements of the 
coincidence circuitry was measured as Tj^»3*5zlO*^^ 8ec* Ihis 
sets the lower limit of the half*life to be me&sured with the 
present apparatus* Known delays with the help of HG/63U 
(Zo«I26Phmst l*2lka useo*/ft) coascial cables were inserted in 
the stop channel of the time»to«^ulse height converter* The 
position of the prompt peak was recorded for diff^ent settings 
of delays and a calitHTation curve (delay 7s* channel No*) as 
shown in fig* 1 2  was plotted* The curve was found to be linear 
over a wide range of delays from 6m A^ sec* to llOm P- sec* The 
nonlinearity in the beginning for about 6m M  sec is attributed 
due to the presence of the ihherent delay in the start <^annel 
which is first compensated before the effect of the stop pulse
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takes 07er*
Esaoas IN THE MEaSUKEMEHX of the HALF«LIVBS
Ihe naln souroes of systcsiatlo errors which may 
contribute in the measurement of the half*life ere t^e 
following*
A* Error in the time ealibratlon 
B« Error due to the ▼ariation in the system gain
C* Error due to the eountlng statistics
D« Error due to the randoei ooinoldences
E« Error due to the soettering of radiations from one
sointillator to other*
A* EBROR IN THE TIME CALIERaIION*
Tine oalibration of the XPH has bem made by noting 
the i^ft in the o«itroid of the proBQ>t curve vs* Xtie delay 
introduced in one of the channel through coaxial eables* Xhe 
accuraoy of the time ealibratlon thus depends on the (a) proper 
fixing of t2ie centroid and (b) delay time of the coaxial cables*
a) The centroid of the pron|)t curve was fixed by plotting a 
SBootii curve between counts vs* diannel no* Ihou^ the total 
counts in each channel were kept highy the finite channel width 
of the 2 0  Qhennd introduces an error of about in ttie 
oeasureioent*
b) Xhe delay time of the coaxial cables was estimated by their 
lengths* the dectrical length of these cables had previously 
been measured using standard radio fre<|Uienoy te<^niques* It has
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been eaq>erimentfilly shown lay Fideoero thet the delay tine 
of these oables Yaries with the fre(]uenoy of the pulse. An 
error of was therefore assigned to allow for the possibility 
of the velocity of propagation of the pitlses in the ooazial 
oable being different than o (the v^ooity of li^t)y and as 
well as for the possibility of sli^t mismatching of the 
delay oable at its end*
B. ERBOR DUE 10 XUE 70LlA tlQ f( IN XHE SSTSIEM OAlN.
The variation in the gain of the emplifier following 
the time*to«pulse height oonverter may change the tifse 
calibration consttfit* The time calibration was ^erefore 
obtained before and after the run on eaoh half-life measurement* 
Generally running the apparatus oontixxuously for twelve hours 
showed a variation of 1% in calibration constant*
C* ERHOR DUE TO THE COUNTINO STATXSnCS*
The counting statistics of the delay curve Introduced 
the principal source of error* Ihe measurements ware made fo r  
more than twelve hours in each case to have a better statistics* 
Ihist howeveri introduced a standard deviation in the half*life 
measurement which varied from 3 ^ to 6 ^^ depending on the 
intensity of the radiation feeding to the level concerned*
D. ERROR WE TO THE RANDOM COIKaiDERGES*
In many of the casesy the large background of the 
unwanted radiatlcHis present in the source produced a 
c<msiderable number of random coincidences* Ihese coincidences
6 1
whloh spread \mlfonnly in all the ohannela tend to broaden 
the baie part (iithere the counting rate is small) of the 
delayed curve* Ihese Kandom coincidences vere obtained by 
shifting the bias of the multi*ohannel analyser to a high 
value (approximately 1 0  times the half-life of the level 
concerned) 9 where no real count may be registered. Ihis 
background which causes a systematic error of usually 2^% vas 
subtracted from the final run of the half-life*
E* ERKOH DUE 70 THE SGAXTERXNa OF HADIaTIONS FROM ONE
scintillator to the 0 HU£*
The scattering of the radiations from one scintillator 
to the other irill produce the pron^t coincidences which may 
reduce the apparent lifetime* The contribution due to these 
proQ9)t radiations was reduced to minimum by putting the 
sppr<^riate absorbers before ea(^ counter so that ^e radiation 
detected in one of the counter may not readH the other*
Secondly since the half-life was measured from the slop of the 
middle portion of the delayed curvey the w to r introduced due 
to t^s factor was less than 0 *6 *^
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chapter III
THE TIHE KESOUITION IR SCINTILLATION SPECTROMETER
theoretical analysis
The baslo processes vhloh result in the detection 
of ft nuclear evsnt in « sointUXatlon spectrometer and 
contribute to ttie timing uncertainties are mainly of the 
folloving type*
decay time of the PHOSPHOh,
A nuclear crrent entering the phosphor interacts vith 
the scintillator and excites the optically active states?
Qie decay of these states give rise to light photonsy %^ich 
are not proirq?t but there exists a probability distribution 
for the small time interval uhich elapses between the initial 
exciting event and the emission of light photons* Xhe dMay 
of Uiese excited states follow an exponential lav and the 
resulting decay constants are different for different 
j^osphors^* nie light photons produced by tiie sointillator 
are subsequently collected by the cathode of the i^ otomulti; 
tube and the resulting photoelectrons are multiplied in tho 
succeeding multiplication stages* Ihe vhole process 
introduces a randcm time delay which sets a limit to the 
measurement of the miniioum time* Post and Sohiff^ have ^  
that the variance (V) in the time of production of the ^  
photoelectron is given by
V(Q) 2 1 *  2 ( Q f l ) higher order term inK
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If Q is degigneted as the averege number of ];^otoeleotront
that vould be produced in a tloe e<]aal to the average rise
/
time of the output pulsey then the varlanoe in ^e time of 
response of the system to the pulse may be assumed to be 
e(]U8l to the arithmetic mean of the variances associated 
individually with the first Q electrons^ which is given by^
(3.2)
where I is the mean life of the light flash from the phosphor 
and E is the total number of photoelectrons produced by the 
passage of the event through the phosphor9 whicOi is proportional
to the energy of the detected particle* It is evident from the 
above expression that the decay time t of the phosphor should
be as small as as possible so as to have the minimum tine
jitter.
sphead of transii*time in ihe photomultiplier.
Statistical fluctuations in the transit*time between 
the various dynodes of a photomultiplier tube during the 
formation of the electronic cascade produce another source of 
timing uncertainty* This effect however has little importanoe 
in deciding the resolving time with the phosphors having l(mg 
decay time constant (e«g* 9al)« but it may increase ^ e  
minimam possible resolving time when faster ]^osphors like 
plastic and s til bene are used* Colombo et* al • have consider< 
this problem Ir detail and have i^owi that the idiape of t^e
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•leotronio oeaoade resulting t r o a the photonultlpXler due to 
8 single photo^eleotron arising at the photo cathode has ttie 
form
f(i) = -  e
vhere ^ n is the nunber of dynodes and the 
r«D«s variation In the translt»tlme of electrons between 
successive dynodes*
On the basis of the hypothesis of constant 
illumination (fi/I) and sero vldth of f(t)(<^«0 )| the apparent 
total r»m«s variance In pulse time due to statistics of 
photoelectron emlsslcmf fluctuations in gain and fluctuations
g
In the average transit-time Is given by
V (q) - J . 1 ^  .(!+»«) (3.4)
where Is the variation In photoinultlpller ampllfloatlon 
(l/g*lt g being the multlpllcation per stage)| «nd tp|| is
the total Variation in photomultiplier transit*time irtiich is
the sum of the time VBriatlon from cathode to first d^ode 
and interdynode transit-time t^^^ so that
V *  " (3.»)
The e({U8 tlon (3«4) may be utilised for oaloulatlng 
the value of Q corresponding to minimum dispersion in time
i2
by patting 0« Th« derlTation yield■
(3.6)
end thus the mlnlniia of the apparent Tarlanoe Is given hy
• [I * I tp^
R
(3.7)
FckT a oolnoidenoe system using two photooultlpllersi 
the Yarlanoe o f the time response ourve will be 27^ and the 
irldth at half-maXlBum of this ourve will be given by*^
m 2.36 (27)^ (3.8)
Using e<|uatlon (3*7) | the mlnlmuiD resolution (vldtili 
at the half-naxlnum) of the delayed oolnoidenoe curve Is given 
by
W^(aln) - 2 i
»
(3.9)
If «re oonslder the variation In the gain of the 
photooultlpller to be within 10% then we have to a good 
approximations
(aln) s 4 tp„ ^  * .  4, I V
Lrmrj
(3.10)
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vhere H* (£) is the nuad>er of photoeleotrons r^eased per M«nr 
of eleotron energy absorbed in the phosphor*
The equation (3*10) indicates that the total Tarletlon 
in the arrlyal time of Q photoeleotronsy vhldh are neoessary 
to trigger the associated electronic cirouitryi depmds mainly 
on I (decay time of phosphor If a (fluctuations in the 
photomultiplier gain) and (lluotuations in the average 
transient tiae)f vhich should be kept minimum for better time 
resolution*
Walk in the ouzput pulse.
If a minimum number of Q photo*electrois are req[uired
to trigger the associated electronic cirouitry« then in
addition to the statistical fluctuations in the arrival time
of the Q photo*eleotrans as m«ntioned above» <me has also to
consider the unc«rtainty in the arrival of the centroid of the
pulse due to these Q photo-eleotrons at the anode* The arrival
time tg^ of the centroid of the pulse due to Q photoelectrons 
8is given as
V  - J <3.u)
and therefore the uncertainty In the arrival of the centroid 
at the anode dt^^ called as the 'Sralk'*^  in ttie output pulse 
is given by
dtgy - (C^X) I ^  (3.12)
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From the above ejqpressionf it is evident that the walk of the 
output pulse which introduces sone uncertain^ in the time 
resolutiony may be controlled by limiting the value of dR %^ioh 
is usually done by selecting a limited enplitude bend for the 
accepted pulses by means of a slov side channel| consisting of 
a single channel pulse height analyser. The so*oalled slow<»fast 
ooincid^oe oirouitry is tJierefore used to yield the best 
timing resolution*
RESPONSE OF Ifal AND PLASTIC PHOSFHOKS,
It is evident from the above discussions that the 
limit on the measuremwut of minimum time with the scintillation 
technique depends strongly on the characteristics of the 
phosphori particularly on its effecitticy for li^t conversion 
and its decay time* The Hal (Tl) crystals are most suitable 
for th e detecti<m of yrays* since th<^ have better energy 
resolution due to their high atomic mass and large light output 
per electron volt of the incident energy* but the time resolutio 
obtained from these crystals is coeqiarativ^y poorer because of 
their long decay time* Ihe plastic phosphor on ^ e  other hand 
contribute the minirum time uncertainty because of their fast 
response but the probability for the sidecticm of a particular 
event is impaired*
In the present work a proper <^oice between Nal (II)f 
tfithrtfioe and plastic scintillators has been made depending 
on the decay scheme of the source and the enturgies involved in 
the transitions pertaining to the level whose half-life is to 
be measured*
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EXPESIHENIaL ANitLYSIS
Zh« effect of verlous factors on time resolutloni 
vhloh veg noted e^erloentelly hei been discussed below*
SlART AND STOP BIASES*
The proper biases of ttie fast disorlmlnators in the 
start and stop channel were of inqportence in determining the 
time Jitter and tiierefore the overall time resolution* The 
prompt curve was obtained by fixing the stop and start biases 
to values so as to just exclude the major noise part* The 
repetition of the seme experiment under the different settings 
of start bias showed that the resolution was maxlisum when the 
bias on the start side was one or two volts above the value 
needed to out the major noise part* This value of the bias 
correqponded to the situation where nearly whole of the noise 
was cutoff* The resolution| however» was found to decrease 
ctmsiderably for higher start biases* In the other experlnwit 
the start bias was kept for best resolution vhile the stop 
bias was Increased frcxD its minimum value and it was found 
ttiat increase of the stop bias decreases the resoluti^m* The 
above observations suggest that a little noise In the stop 
<^anne3 do not effect the re^lution i^ile the same in start 
chttmel has a considerable effect* The appropriate biases 
in th e two channels were therefore carefully selected to 
get the best resolution*
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HIQH VOLXaOE to THE PHOTOMULTIPLIER,
10K.«ne al.y using An9>«rex 5t>AVP photooultlpller 
tubes have pointed out that the tisui resoluticm is dependant on 
the Toltage to the photonultipliers* Ve^ thereforet inTestigeted 
the effect of the hi^ voltage on the time resolution in the ease 
of 6810a photosniltiplier tubes* The crystals used on both ^ e  
sides vere Nal (Tl) of identical sises* The voltages to the tvo 
I^otonultipliers vere varied from 1800 to 2800 volt in a st«q;> of 
100 volt and the start and stop biases vere Changed for every 
st^ so as to get ttie best resolution as discussed in the 
preceding paragraph* Ihe resolution vas found to increase vith 
the increase of the voltage upto 2200 volt* For the voltage more 
then 2200 volt and less then 2400 volt ( 2 2 0 0 2 4 0 0 )| ^ere vas 
practically no change in the resolution for fill ke7(oorresponding
OOto prompt radiation from Na ) radiation^ hoveveri the resolution 
for lov energies (E 4100 keV) vas definitely better in this 
region* Beyond 2400 volt the resolution gets poorer for high 
as vd .1 as for lov energies*
ENERaY OF THE EVENT.
According to the theoretical estimates of Host and 
Schiff^ the energy of the event expended in the crystal is an 
important fee tor to decide about the minimum resolving tiiM*
The effect of the Energy parameter vas therefore investigated 
experimentally in detail* The Ral (Tl) crystals of sise 1" 
thick z 1 " die vere mounted on the tvo photomultipliers and

a source wes efvenly pl&ocd between them* the peeks 
oorresponding to 511 keV annihilation <|uanta were selected in 
the two side channels» and a delayed ooinoidenoe spectra on the 
aultichannel was recorded* Ihe experiment was repeated for 
Various biases in the slow channels corresponding to different 
energies end the resolution was noted for each case* A graph 
showing the resolution Vs* energy is shown in fig* 13| whidi 
clearly indicates that higher the energy better is the 
resolution*
Ihe theoretical curves showing the lainimia resolving 
tine for various energies in the NaKTl) and plastic phosphors 
are ^own for cos^arison* The curves were obtained by using 
eqMAtion (3*10)* The tpi^  (r*m*s* dispersion in photomultiplier 
transit*time) for 6810A was taken to be 1*2 x 10*^ aMSec*}^ 
and T (phosphor decay ti!ne) for Nal and plastic phosphor was 
put eqfLtal to 250 aiju.Seo end SaMSec* respectively* The value 
of & * ( £ ) 9  the number of photoelectrons released per Hev of 
electron energy absorbed in the phosphor have been calculated 
from the Value of 65 ev per photon, t^ich Wright^ has measured 
for the scintillation effici«ncy of a Ion? crystal of a n H m M M  
If %re assume 50 percent efficient for the transmittal of the 
emitted photons from the phosphor to the photo surface of t2ie 
photemultipliery then the 6810A photonultiplier which has the 
photocathode (^antum efficiency of 11 percent(e<|uiV8lent to 
photocat^ode sensitivity of BOJUlav^  per luraen) will release 1 0  
photoelectrons per MeV of the energy absorbed in the anthracene
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{^osphor* nie veluc of R*(E) v»« oaleuleted for R«I(T1) end
A
plastic orystal to be e<]uel to 2  z 1 0  eleotron«/Mev and 
0*3 X 10 eleotrona/Meir respeotlvelyf since the relative pulse 
height onplitade vil^ respect to anthracene is ^ 2  for llal(Il) 
and «^0*3 for plastic scintillator*
iFFECT OF PHOSFHOHS,
Xhe effect of the phosphor wi the resolution was 
inrestigated by using plastic and Nal (H) crystals of similar 
sizes* Plastic crystal of 1** dia x 1^ ** Sickness were mounted 
in the manner described in Chapter II* Xhe resolution vas 
determined for different energies by using the various biases 
in the slow channel as described above* Since most of the 
(urganic phosphors unlike the Ral (*1 1 ) show non-linearity 
below 1 0 0  keV, it was not possible to set up the bias in the 
slow (^annel corresponding to a particular energy below this 
limit* Different sources were, therefore, used to estimate the 
resolving time in this region* The results are plotted in 
fig*14 and are coiqpared with the parallel results for Ifal (XI) 
crystals of similar sizes* It is evident from the curves that 
the jdiosphor plays a little role in determining the resolution 
for the high energy events but it has considerable importance 
in deciding the resolution at low energies* For energies lover 
than 80 KeV, the resolution (width at the half-maxitAim) in the 
case of Nal (XI) crystals is worse than 14m M 8ec*| while with 
the plastic crystals the same is about 6 m>usec* It is also
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Rot«d from tiie «9cperinental eurv«s that the resolution in 
the two exystfila deorea<e8 linearly (ii/hen plotted cm logarlthnio 
soBle) vlth energy till a oonstant value (3aiU-Seo«) is reaohedy 
beyond i^ich there is no ^ange* tHie result is attributed to 
tile fact that at lov energies» sinoe the time jitter introduced 
by the phosphors is large then the elements of eleotronio 
circuitry I the resoluticm is decided mainly by the phosphors 
and thus it decreases linearly consistent vrith the theoretical 
curves* At hi^er energiesy the jitter introduced by the 
crystals is less compared to the Jitter introduced by the 
electronic circuitry (fast discriminator and ^ e
overall time resolution is tfierefore determined mainly by the 
circuitry* Hencei the observed resolution at hi^er energies 
remains unchanged| the constant value being the mininaim 
resoluticm of the circuitry*
The size of the phosphors was also found to effect 
the resolution* A Nal (XI) crystal of 1** diameter had the 
resolution better by a factor of two in coogjarlson vlth a 
crystal of 1 *&" diameter* This effect was noticed with both 
Nel(Tl) and plastic phosphors and therefore! was attributed 
mainly to the time jitter introduced by the cathode area of 
the photoaultiplier*
SLOW ohannel width*
The window %rldth in the slow channel Whi<^ selects 
a particular energy width had sone systematic effect on the 
resolution* The Bh^^ (638 keV prompt level) for
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^ • Y ooinoldenoet and for Y-Y oolnoldenoes wer# used to 
observe ttie effect of window width on resolut:’cm» The side 
ohenn^ window width was varied from IQ% to 40^ and the 
effeotive change in the resolution was noted* It was found 
that the resolution becomes poor by 2 0 ^ with the ohenge in 
channel %ridth fr«a 1 0 ^ to 40^ i^en Uie two crystals used 
were RaZ (Tl}» The furtiier decreasing of the channel width to 
Values of 5^ or less does not in^ jrove the resolution since it 
effects the stfc^ bility due to low counting rate* It was also 
noticed that in the case of Y-Y coincidences ttie window width 
in the lower energy side and in the ^-Ycoincidences the window 
width in the p •spectrum side had the predominant effect on the 
resolution* In the actual half«*life measurements9 a comproraise 
was therefore made in the selection of the channelwidth so 
that maximum stability» best signal to background ratio and 
minimum walk in the output pulse was achieved*
SOURCE SmEKOXH,
The source streng^ was found to have a noticeable 
effect on resolution^ when the total pulses in t^e start channel 
exceed 1000 cwmts/sec* However| in the stop channel still 
higher coimting rate was tolerated witiiout effecting the 
resolution* In this context the following two points are 
important to ccmsider* Firstly the case may be such that 
only say 5% of the events are of use and retsaining 95% may be 
superfluous (due to other /*rays present in the source i^ich 
are not feeding the level concerned)* In that case an increase 
in the strength of the source mainly increases the chance to
tnt« oolnoldeno* ratlo^^ and worsosa ttia reaolntian*
SMondly all 96jC unvant«d radlatlona «nd a good p«rotntag« 
of tho irantad redlatlona do not find th« Ofme«lllng pula* 
reauXting in larg« output pula«a fron th« T«P*H« th«a« largo 
pulaoa vh«n fod to tha aaqptlifler raault in ita poor parfomanM 
vhioh offcMit tho reaolution.
Slnoe the moftsuraaont of half-life with the preaent 
teehni<|ue re^irea a aouroe of auffioient atrength to get the 
reaaoDable eounta for better atetiatioa within e apeelfied 
tiae» a aultable aouroe atrength vea therefore aeleeted 
eonaidering the intenaitiea of the r^iationa involved in the 
decay* Further^ ainoe the eounting rate in the atop <Aannel 
haa little effeot on reaolutionf proriaicm ima made to exelude 
iBOst of the unwanted pulaea from the atert <^annel by putting 
appropriate abaorbera between aouree a M  the deteotor.
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chapter IV
MEASUhEMENTS
Th« blook diegren of the equlpaent fissembled for the 
present work he« been shown in fig* 16* For the meesure'^t of 
the half-life of an excited statei two radiations are seleotedy 
one whioh terminates on the level (i^ose half-life has to be 
measured) and the other through whioh the level deoeys* The 
method extensively used for the measurements h&s been the delayed 
ooinoidence te(thni(2ue« The pulses from the anode of eaoh 
photomultiplier pass through a limiter and are then fed to start 
and st<^ ohannels of the time«to*ipulse height converter* The 
energy selection of the two radiations is aoo(»q;)lii^ ed by taking 
the out-puts from the tenth dynode of the two photomultipliers* 
The outputs so obtained are fed to the cathode followers, linear 
ao^lifiers and to the single channel pulse heij^t analysersf 
where the energy of the particular event is selected* Ihe outpiit 
pulses of the two pulse height analysers are fed to the slo^ j^  
coincidence circuit and the coincident pulse is used to gate the 
2 0«channel pulse height analyser on whioh the spectrum from the 
tine*to«pulse*height converter after amplification is displayed* 
The half-life is calculated from the logarithmic slop of the 
delayed coincidence curve* Each run of the half-life measurement 
is followed by a proispt spectrum with the biases in the slow 
channel left unchanged so at to ensure tihiat the actual half-life 
curve is not merely instrumental* The & cror shown in each point 
in the half*life curve is (mly due to counting statistics* whereas
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the orrors Afslgned to the measured half^llvei ere the 
stetlstioal errors plus ttie errors from other sources as 
desoribed in Chapter XI*

THE a? keV LE7EL IN I 
SOURCE preparation.
55
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129bthe redlo*ltotope Te was used to meesure the half- 
life of the 27 keV level of Uie source of Xe^®“ was
obtained as a fission product In the swinnins pool reactor at 
Xrombey* Xhe Te^^ activity vas extracted out from the other 
co!if>etitive fission products as a result of varied chmical 
separations* A 0*6 /tLcur* saiqple of the source vas dried up 
in a perspex envelope of size 2  m*m» x 2  ra.m* in the nanner 
described in Chapter II*
SINQLES SPECTRUM*
Fig* 16 shows the energy spectrum of Y *rays in Kal 
crystal of sise 2 *6 <^dia x l*3<m thickness at a hi^er gain, 
so that 27 keV Y*ray is vdl resolved* At a lower gain setting 
the existence of Y *rays at 476|720 and 1140 was also detected* 
The intensities of the various Y*rays were found to be in 
rou^ agreement with the meesurements of Qraves end Mitchell* 
The insert in fig* 16 represents the pulse height distribution 
of the source in anthracene crystal of size 3*7cm dia x 0*5cm 
thickness* Xhe 475 and 720 keV Y  -rays show their well 
separated con^ton edges* The increase in counting rate at lower 
bias is due to low energy Y *X'eys aocooq>anied with noise*
DELAYED COINCIDEFICE*
For ^e neesurenent of the half«life of 27 keV level 
the single ^annel in Ral (XI) aide was set at 6 volt bias

oorr«ipondlng to the photopeak of 27 keV The Mat in
•nthraoene side vas adjusted at 1 2  volt vlth darnel width 
increased to 3 volt ao as to aeo^t the Co-^ pton edge oorresponding 
to 476 keV Y«rays* ^ e  anode pulses from the anthracene counter 
were fed to the start channel» t^le the anode pulses from Nal(Tl) 
counter w^e fed to the stqp channel. Both the crystals were 
mounted in aluminium cens» the thicknesses of i^ich were k^t 
sufficient to avoid the detection of ^ -particles arising from 
the disintegration of Te^®“ and its daughter I^®. The
Oanttiracene crystal was further covered with 0*7 g/cm of lead 
to exclude \mwanted x-rays and 27 ke7Y*rays. the lead corsring 
also reduced the recording of the false prompt coincidences 
produced due to the beck scattered events from the anthracene tnd 
detected in Ral (Tl) countio*. The slow coincidence rate of 7 
counts/oin was observed with the above adjustm^its* The delayed 
coincidence curve obtained after 1 2 hours of counting is shown 
in fig* 17* The half*life of the level calculated from the 
logarithmic slop of Oie curve wes found to be
• 1*69 X 10*^ Sec.
The prompt coincidences were recorded by replacing the actual 
source with Na^^« Xhe biases in the slow channel were left 
whanged. The slop of the pranQjt wrve was found to be rather 
poor (being eejuel to Sm /^ sec« )f which was largly due to the 
detection of low energy Y**X’ey> in the slow^decaying Nal (Tl) 
crystal* The use of Nal (Tl) was \mavoidabley since the pulses
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prodaoed for 27 k«V i  •rays In orgenio phosphor (antiiraoene and 
plastlo) were too low to be disorlmlnatad from the photomiltiplle: 
noise* The use of Nal hovevery does not effect the delayed 
speotrum of since the resolution has been still auoh
less than the measured half-life*

THE 57 KeV LEVEL IN
SOURCE preparation.
The h a l f - l i f e  o f the 57 keV level of Pp^^ was
determined by using the Ce^*^ source* The active Ce was
prepared by irrad iatin g  the spectroscopically pure cerium oxide
142enriched in Ge to thermal neutrons in the ”Apsr& reactor" 
Trombay. The Ce^^ so obtained was found to have about 15jC 
contamination of A 0.1 Ai-Cur. san?)le of the source in
the form of cerous chloride in d ilu te hydrochloric acid was 
prepared in the perspex container having a cavity of 4flim x 4mm.
singles spectrum.
The pulse height spectra o f Ce^^ was studied with 
Nal (Tl) cry sta l of s ize  2.5cm dia x 3.0cm thickness A typical 
spectrum of Y -rays i s  shown in f ig .  18. Hie existence of
Y  -rays at 57, 142,231, 294, 668, 724, 860 and 1065 keV was found
to be nearly consistent with the decay scheme proposed by
2 / ■Martin et a l .  In addition to these Y -rsy s the presence of a
new Y -ray a t about 1.40 Mev was detected which was not reported
in earlie r  work. The peak of the new Y  -ray was found to decay
with 33-lir h a l f - l i f e  vrtiich shows that th is Y  belongs to the
decay of Ce^^ and not due to any impurity present in the source.
delayed coincidence.
For the measurement of the h a lf- l i fe  of the 57 keV lev e l,
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the delayed ooinoldenoes were recorded between 294 keV end 
97 keV Y  •T B y tt In the first etteopt two IdentloeX VeKTl) 
crystals of sizes 2*Com x 3«0om thlok were used* Both the
Ocrystals were covered with 800ttg/am of aluminium so that most 
of the |B -rays were absorb^* One of tJie crystal feeding the 
start pulses had an extra shielding of 0*29 gra/cm^  of lead end 
Imlgn/cm^ of cadmltim to exclude most of the X*rays and
Y •rays upto 60 keV* Slow channel bias on this side was fixed 
at 8  Toltf corresponding to the photo peak of 294 keV Y  *rays 
while the slow <tiiannel bias on the stop side was fixed at
6  Tolty i^ere the contribution due to X-rays becomes negligible 
as is evident from the shape of the coincidence curve^ shown in 
the Insert of fig* 18* Delayed coinoidence spectrum under the 
above conditions is shown in fig. 19* The half*life calculated 
from the right hand side of the curve is « 5*8 z 1 0 *^ sec*
Qie prompt spectrum taken under the seme conditions is also 
shown in the insert of fig* 19* The slop of the right hand side 
of the prooq;)t curve correspcmds to 3*6m /^ sec* but with poor 
statistics lAiich leaves a doubt on the measured half»life*
The experiment was thus repeated by replecing one of 
the Nal (Tl) crystal by a plastic scintillator of 2*5cm.die x 3oe 
thick for the detection of low energy Y*rays* Both crystals 
were mounted In aluminium cans of 90mg/cm thiclmesses so as 
to absorb ^ »rays upto about 300 ke7. The Ral (Tl) crystal 
was fturther covered with 0*29g/cm^ thick lead and l*lg/cm^
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of oadraium e* in the previous edjus^^ity to exclude X-rays
and y -rays upto about 60 keV in the start ohannel* The
singles spectrum of/*rays in plastic crystal is shown in
fig* 20. Xhe arrows indicating the energies were placed in
137accordance with Ss calibration* Ihe single channel bias on 
the start side^ correspcmding to the photopeek of 294 keV was 
left unchanged ii^ ile the proper bias in the plastic scintillator 
was selected by observing the slov-coincidenoes vith 294 keV 
Y-reys« The coincidence spectrum is shown in the insert of 
fig«2 0 « 'The slow channel bias was fixed at 1 * 6  volt where the 
number of undesirable coincidences due to X*reys and photomulti­
plier noise had been reduced by an appreciable amount* the 
delayed coincidence curve was obtained for two different values 
of source strengths ^ich were in the ratio of lt2« The 
half*life was calculated from the logarithmic slop of the delayed 
coincidence curve and was found to be constant for the two source
strengttis* One of the curve is shown in fig* 21 which gives the
143half*life for the 67 keV level of Pr to be
1|. tt 5*8 X 10*^ Sec*
For comparisiony t^e pron^t curve with the same counter 
biases as the delayed coincidence curve is plotted on the same
scale* The slop of the prtn^t curve in this ease was about
0 * 8  n*sec* and the centroid of the delayed coincidence curve 
was found to be shifted from the prompt c0urve by just one 
mean life* The proper centroid a^ift was interpreted as a 
further check on the measured half-life*
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THE 36X kaV LEVEL IN 
delayed COINaiDENGE.
The of t4io 361 keV level of was
determine tiy observing the delayed colnoldenoes between 
the p-r«ys froo Ce^ **® leading to the 361 keV level in 
and the 294 keV g&imaa^ rays from the de-exoltatlon of the lev^* 
13ie oryatels used on the two sidea were plastic and Nal (tl) 
reapeotively* Zhc slop of the delayed ooinoidenoe ourve due 
to aetual helf*life oomes to be oompetible with the slop of 
the prompt ourve and hence only es the upper limit of the 
half*life of the level is given as
^1.0 X 10-® See.
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THE 142 keV LEVEL IN
SOURCE PKEPaRaIION.
The vas produced by irradiating the spectrosoopioell
pure oerium oxide to thermal neutrcms for about four immths* The 
source thus produced was allowed to decay for more than a month 
so that the activities due to Ce^^ and its daughter Pr^*^ 
subside completely* Few drops of the cerous Chloride solution 
in dilute hydro<^oric acid were eviq;>orated uniformly in a small 
cavity drilled in analuminium disc* The backing of the source 
had been a 3 ng/cm^ thin sheet of aluminium. The source vas 
attached to the face of the anthracene scintillator with the 
help of the cellulose tape*
singles spectrum*
TheY-ray energy spectrum of the source in the Nal (Tl) 
crystal of size 2*5cm dia x l*3cm thick is shown in fig* 2Z»
The spectrum clearly indicates the peaks at 7 volt and 28 volt 
corresponding to 36 keV (KXf-ray) and 142 keVY-ray* Ihe insert 
in fig* 2 2  shows the ^ -spectrum of the source in anthracene 
crystal of sise 3*7 cm dia x 0*4cm thick* The antoaoene crystal 
was covered with 3m g/m ^ of aluminium foil for light shielding*
The ^-spectrum extends up to 20 volt corresponding to the 
maximum |3 -ray energy of 681 keV* A small peek at 6 volt 
represents the contribution due to 142 keV conversion 
electrons*
CONVERSION COFFICIEIVT OF THE 142 KEV TRANSITION*
The conversion coffici^t of the 142 keV / -ray' has
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be^ measured \fy verlouf investigators*
Freedman and &igelkeraeir^  reported the conversion 
o(£rfioient of this Icfvel to be e(;pial to 0*25y Mhile S, jofiMissai^  
predicted the same to be about 0*48» A laore recent meesurenent 
by J*H* Cook^ has given a value °^k«0»405J^«0l* The preset 
e3q>eriment was carried out to resolve the existing discrepencies. 
Ihe e^ qpression used for the calculations has be^ the following
o(_. Ay g-«y) .Hx Bc.Bat . I 
' ME ByTS- By Mt
The numerical values of the various c(a«itities in tiie above
e3q)ression were derived by using the e:^ )erimental curve
(Tig* 2 2 ) and the theoretical tables* The Values are giv«n
b^ov*
Bzy Ihe observed ratio of area under photopeak to total area 
of the 141 ke7 scintillatim spectrum «0*923
Byy Ihe ratio of area under the photopeek to the total area
of the 36 ke7 scintillation spectrum *1*0
AXy The observed area under Y«ray photopeak ■84
Ayi Ihe observed area \md^ x*ray photqpeak »21
Kyi Ihe theoretical fraction of the k x-rays of iodine
excited by 36 ke7 X-rays which escaped from the crystal 
expressed in terms of number t^ch does not escape
-0*29
Exy Ihe theoretical effeciency of .the crystal to 142 keV
V-rays ■0*96
Ey. Ihe theoretical effeciency of the crystal to 36 keV
X-rays »1*00
DXf Sie calculated fractional reduction of the 142 keV 
r-rays in the *08om (V5a")thick Al can +0*16 cm
Mgo Powder *0*965
n
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1 ^ 1 Ihm oftloulated fr&otlonel reduction of the 36 k«V k x«ray 
in the •OSoia (%**} thlek Al ofon ^•X 6 ora Mgo Powder-0.866
wy, The fXuoreseent yield of Pr^^^ eton (Z • 69)* *91
The above valuesf when substituted in eque!tion(l)give
» (0.37 1 0.03)
5*6The present Tsiue is oonqpatible with the reoent neesureaients
delayed aOINCIDEKCE
The h«lf»life of the 142 keV Icnrel was measured by 
delayed |S-Yoolncldenoes. Ihe beta partioles vere detected in
I
anthrfioene orystal and the slow channel bias on this side was 
set at 10 volt oorresponding to 300 keV ^ *partiolest so that 
the pizlses due to oonrersion electrons were completely excluded. 
Nal crystal vas used on tile other side to provide the stop pulses 
corresponding to the photopeak of 142 keV Y *rays. With 10^ 
vide charsnel widths on both the sides the slow coincidence 
rate had been 6 « 2  counts/min. The delayed coincidence spectrun 
is ^ 9 wn in fig* 23 which cori’esponds to a half*life.
« 1.9 X 10“® Sec.

THE 1 2 2 KEV LEVEL III
SOURCE PREPaRaXIOM.
A suffiolent sraount of speotroaoopieally pur« B«rltini 
in the fora of beriiim omrbonete vas irradiated in the thermal 
neutron oolunn of the swimming pool reaotor at Trcrasibay for a 
period of more than a month* The irradiated sample was prooessed 
^emioally and the activity (produced as a deoay product
of Ba^^) was removed* The source va« obtained as barium chloride 
in dilute hydrochloric acid* About 0*5 cur* of the solution 
vas evaporated in a perspex envelq;>e of 4 m*m* x 4 m*m*
SINQLES SPEGTHUM*
The pulse height distribution of Y-rays from Ba
in a 2*5om die x 3cm thickness crystal is sho%in in fig* 24*
The spectrum shows the presoioe of Y *rays at 122|2149372y
4961 6 1 8 8^ 2 0 9 912 and 1034 ke? which is nearly consistent with
7the decay scheme proposed by Beggs et al* Qie differential
131pulse height spectrum of Ba in plastic crystal of 2 *6 cm 
dia X 2*5cm thick it shown in the insert of fig*24*
delaiced coincidence*
For the measurement of the half-life of 1 2 2 keV levd., 
Hal (n) and plastic crystals were used* The pulses from the 
Ttal (Tl) crystal corresponding to the 49t> keV photopeak (slow* 
channel bias at 38 volt) were fed to taie start channel while
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the pulses from the plastic orystel oorrespondlng to 1 2 2 k«7
Y*rays were fed to the stop ehennel* Lead shield of
2 »0 gn/am^ and oedmium shield of l«lgB/om^ were used between
the source and the Nal (H) crystal to prev«it the detection
of Y*rays up to 214 keV in the start channel* A ^ical
delayed coincidence spectrum obtained as a result of several
runs is shovn in fig* 2 S* The slope of the cunre yields the
131half-life of 122 ke7 level of Cs to be
* 4*1 X 10*® Sec.
The tail of the curve shows the presence of some longer
8half-life component as predicted by Bodenstfdt et* al| but 
the evidence is merely speculative because of the low counting 
statistics* '
IHE 214 keV LEVEL OF Cs^^
SLOW GOIROIDEnCE*
For the measurement of l^e half*life of 214 keV 
level the source strength was increased to 2  /x cur* and a 
separate run on slow coincidences was madei using two Ral (Tl) 
crystals of sizes 2*6cm dia x 2*5om thick m d  3*S cm dia x 3*8cai 
thidi* The single <Aiannel on one side was fixed at the peak 
of 214 keV Y -ray (bias at 15 volt) while the other channel 
scanned the energy region between 400 to IC^O keV* The peaks 
were observed at 489 and 820 keV indicating the presence of 
489-214 and 820-214 keV Y-ray cascades as reported by August et a
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laXAYEC C0INCICEM3E.
UhlX« taking th« d«l«yed oolnoldenoesy tiie large crystal 
was oovarad with 2 *0 gn/osi^  o f lead and l«lgn/em^ of cadmium to 
prevent the detection of Y-raya upto 214 keV as in the previous 
Casey but the single channel was used as a discriminator to 
accept all the pulses above 600 ke7» The single channel on 
the stop side was set at 16 volt corresponding to the 214 keV 
Y •T g y peak* With ^Is adjustment the coincidence counts due 
to strong 496*122 Y-ray cascade were completdy excluded* The 
average slow coincidence rate had been approximately 3 counts/mln. 
The time spectrum taken for more than 1 2 hours yielded an upper 
limit to the half»llfe l*e»
I^Z6.0 X 10*^® Sec.

IHK 80 keV LEViL OF 
SOUKGE PKEPAKAIION,
For the measur«m«nt of 80 ke7 level of Cs y the 
source of Ba was procured from the Radio Shemleal Centre
Amer^amy Buokinghamiihlre* A 0*1 Acur^ sample of the source 
was prepared in the perspex cell of size 2 m«m« x 2 m*n» The 
sample thus prepared ves raounted evmly In the centre of the 
two counters*
SINOLES SPECZHUM,
The Y  •ray spectrum of the source in Nal (Tl) crystal 
of size 2 «Scm die x l«3cm thick is shown in fig* 26* The 
photopeaks corresponding to 32 (K X»ray) 9  ^  vere
found to be well defined* The peak at 38S keV was broader 
than the resolution of the spectrooneter which indicated the 
presence of 302 keVY*rsy consistent %rith the earlier results* 
The *rays corresponding to 50 and 160 keV as reported hy 
Koicki et al?*^  were not established* The pulse height 
distribution of the various Y-rays from the source iw 
anthracene crystal is showi in the insert of fig* 26*
DELAYED COINaiDENCE*
The half*life of the 80 keV level was measured by 
observing the delayed coincidences between 365 keV Y -ray 
feeding to the 80 keV level and the 80 keVY^-ray resulting 
from the de*excitation of the same to the ground state* the 
single channel on Ral (Tl) side was set at 14 volt corresponding
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to the photope^ of 80 k«7 /«ray %Mle the single ohannel on 
the enthreoene side vss used as e discritnlnetor to eooept all
pulses above 80 keV* The anthracene crystal was ooyered with
l*Ogn/<sn^  of lead to mlnlmlBe the detection of unwanted 32 keV
X-reys and 80 keV Y^rays* The delayed coincidence spectrum
obtained with the abo^e adjustments is shown in fig* 2 7 * rhe
slope of the curve corresponds to a half •life of 80 keV level
i^ich is given by
• 6*08 X 10*® Seo.
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THE 95 keV LEVEL IN 
SOimCE PEEPAaAnON,
Ih« of the 95 keV level of wat
X03 lQ3measured by using the Ku source* The aotlve was
prepared by irradiating speotrosoopioally pure ruthenium metal
sponge in the thermal oolutan of "Apsra reaotor”* The material
was purified by distillation aid isqpurities were retaoved after
c^emioal spparation* Finally the source was obtained in the
form of black ruthenium oxides* The 2*9<-d Ru^ and 4*6*h
irere allowed to decay before proceeding witti the measurements*
A minute piece of ansorphous ruthenium oxide having an activity
of approximately 2  M-aur, was placed in a small cavity in Uie
perspex disc* The disc was attached to the face of the Nal(Tl)
crystal*
SINQLES SPECSIUN*
The V«ray spectrum of Ru^®® in the «el (Tl) crystal of 
sise 2*5081 die X 2*5cb thick is shown in fig* 28* The spectrum 
reveals the existence of /*rays at 55f495 and 610 keV, The 
insert in fig* 28 represents the pulse height distribution of 
the V*rays from the source in plastic crystal of size 2 *6 cm 
die X 2*5om thick*
SLOW aOINCIDENCE*
Saraf and Eietjens et alP’ have reported the ocistance 
of two weak Y TeyM of 433 and 5C5 keV, which populate the 96 Ke7
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level of Kh » «snd Uiis level of 9S keV In turn deoayt to
the 40 keV isomeric state (56 min) with the emission of
/ ' 1 2  
6 6 keV Y •radiation. Keoently Na(fri and Hogg have oonfirned
the presence of &&5»56 keV cascade Ixzt their result for
443»66 cascade vere negative* We therefore had a separate run
of slov Y'-'V coincidences using two idoitical Nal (Tl) costals
to aake sure of the presence of the above motioned cascades* 
The single channel on one side was fixed to accept 6 6  keV
Y -ray pe«*k and the other channel was used to scan the high 
energy spectrum* The coincidence spectrum showed the existence 
of two peaks at 443 ax^ 655 keV* To determine^ i^ether the 
peaks ere of genuine nature or ere singly due to the Sompton 
scattering of the 498 end 610 keV/*rays coincident with the 
back scattered (|aanta of 6 6  keV, a 0 *7 g/c»^ ^ick lead sheet 
(sufficimt to absorb 6 6  ke7 Y*rays) was placed before the 
high energy counter* The peak at 443 keV nearly vanished while 
the peak at 6 6 6 keV still prevailed* The present remilt is 
therefore consistent with the results of Natfri and Hogg*^
delayed a0IN3ID£NCE*
For the measurement of the half-life of 60 keV level 
Nal (Tl) and plastic crystals were used* The thicknesses of 
cans containing the crystals were sufficient to absorb ^ rays 
and conversion eleotr<ms« Hal (Tl) crystal was covered with 
an extra shielding of 0«7spa/em^  to exclude 6 6 keV / -rays* The 
single channel on the Nal (Tl) side was set to accept the
103
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pulses betw»«n 520 to 680 keV, while the single channel 
on the plastic side was set so as to accept the pulses due 
to 60 keVV •rays* 7he slow coincidence rate had be«i about 
3*6 counts/min« The delayed coincidence spectrum is shown 
in fig. 29, which yields for the 6 6 keV level a half*life 
of
• 1.0 X 10*® Sec.

n 9I o
THE 136 KeV LEVEL IN Tb^®
souKCi; peepahation.
The nueleus is a d«ug}iter of 3d i^leh decays
entirely by jS -emission* The Od^^ souroe was produoed by
thernal neutron Irradiation of spectrosoopically pure
X8 8gadolinium oxide enriched to 92*9% in Qd • A 0«5/u.our« of 
the sample in the form of gadolinium cloride solution in 
dilute hydrochloric acid was prepared in the perspex envelope 
of 0»Scm X 0*5cm» Due to the short-lived activity (18h) of 
the souroe» the measurements were carried in the semi*liquid 
form*
SINOU S SPEGIHUM*
TfiOThe Y-ray energy spectrum of the Ckl in Nal (H) 
crystal of sise 2*5cm dia x 2*5cm thick is shown in fig«30*
The spectrum when split into its components after subtracting 
the compton back grounds of various Y -rays shows the peeks 
at 44,57»79«lOOf228,306 $nd 364 keV* The peak at 100 ke7 was 
Interpreted to be due to the beck scattering of 364 ke7 i ' -rsys 
by studying the intersities of the singles spectrum at different 
source to crystal distances and also by noticing the relative 
atr.enuation of various Y • r a y 9 with the lead absorbers of 
different thicknesses betwe&i souroe and the counter* The dotted 
curve in fig* 30 shows a typical spectrum with the crystal 
covered by Igm/cm^ thick lead*
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SLOW COIKCHENGE.
Ihe deoay soheme of proposed by various
investlgetors^*^^ hes eaaentially the S6m« feetures except 
the Intffislt^  retio of various forays* Xhe Intensity of 79 
keVV^ray reported by theae authors differs oonsiderebly^ we 
thereforei oonfiroed the presence of 79 keV Y -ray by making 
a separate run on slov colnoidenoes using Nal (Tl) crystals 
on both sides* Slov channel on one sida vas fixed to accept 
the f*rays corresponding to 228 keV ^ 1 1  e the other channel 
ves scanned from 30 keV to 136 ke7« The coincidence spectriim 
is shown in the insert of fig* 30* The exlstance of the 79 
keV/*ray vas thus establinhed*
delayed COIHGIDENaE,
To measure the half*life of the 136 ke7 level in
lfi9£b I Nal (71) and plastic phosphors were used* Xhe higher 
energy Y-riy of 220 keV was selected in Nal (Tl) crystal by 
putting the bias of the slov channel at 26 volt with 3 volt 
channel vidth* Since the intwnsity of 364\c«v7'-ray is <]uite 
large compared to 228 keV V *rayt a considerable number of 
Compton scattered events of 364 keV get detects in Idiis 
channel vithin the specified chann^ width* Scxae of ^ e  
evnits escaped trom the crystal in the back direction may 
give rise to prompt coincidences* Ihe Nal (XI) crystal 
vas therefore covered vith 0*9p^cm^ of lead and Imlgfo/cafi 
of cadmium so that the back scattered (luanta of 140 keV may
81
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not reaoh the other ozystal* the absorber also helped in 
reducing the low energy Y-*rays to be detected in the
start Qhannel* The plestio crystal on the other side was used
to supply stop pulses oorreqp<xiding to 79 keV. The slow
ooincid«ice rate in this case %ms found to be quite lovy being
equial to an average of 1»5 oounts/min* The delayed coincidence
curve is shown in fig«31| vhich corresponds to a half*1ife
m 9 X 1 0 - ^  Sec«
Due to lov counting rate end poorer resolution at low energies 
the stated half*1 ife should be taken as fan upper limit*

IHE 4S2 k%7 LEVEL OF
SOURSE PhEPAfiAlION*
The half •life of 4 ^  keV level was measured by using 
the source of The sooroe was prepared fran the
speotrosooploally pure H^02 powder Irradiated In the svlmolng 
pool reactor at Tromt>ay* The ootLve substance was allowed to 
decay for a couple of days so that short tijse activities like 
4.8 sec- H f a n d  C.8 h r - H f m a y  subside. A 0.2 Mcur. of 
the activated powder (Hf^VHf^*^^ ■ 2tl) was put in a perspex 
container.
✓
SINQLLS SPECTRUM.
The y*ray spectrum of the source which was obtained
2
after inserting a O.Sg/cm thick lead absorber between the
source and the detector is shown in fig. 32. The spectnm
clearly indicates the presence of 64 (X«ray)| 89|133y346 and
482 keV Y-rays* 54 keV X«ray peek is mostly attenuated due to
the absorber. The peaks at 89 and 345 keV are attribated to be
176due to the contamination of Hf . The region between the peaks 
at 133 and 345 keV indicates the superposition of many f-rays 
arising from the disintegration of both Hf^^® and Hf^^.
delayed GOINCIDENGE.
Half-life of the 482 keV level in Ta^^ was measured 
by using a 0*5Jt^ Gur. source of H f ^ ^  The crystals used were 
both Nal (Tl) of size 2.Scm dia x 2.6<ni thick. Ihe bias on
76
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on« side V& 8 fix«d oorrespondlng to 482 keV ^ -ray «hll« th« 
biea on the other sld« was kept oorrespondlng to the peak at 
136 ke^Y -ray* Since the counting rnte in the start channel
has to be kept lov the high energy 482 keV Y -ray %res fed to
2the start ohannid and its crystal was covered with l«2 g/oiB 
of lead and l*lgm/oa^ of cndnlum to cut off the V -rays upto
136 ke7« The delayed coincidence speotrum is shown in fig, 33. 
The half-life measured from the slq;>e of the curve was found to 
be
• 10.6 X 1<T® Seo#
THE 343 keV LE7EL OF 
«
delayed COINCIDENaE.
The source used to measure the half-life of th e  
343 keV level of was the same as that for Ta^^f but
CKie of the Nal (Tl) crystal was replaced by plastic phosphor 
to detect the low energy X-rays« 2he delayed coincidences 
were obtained between X-rays (resulting from the electrexn 
capture in feeding to the 34S keV level of Lu^ *^ ® and
343 keV V•rays resulting from the de-excitation of the sane 
level to the ground state* The Nal crystal was used on the 
start side to select the peek corresponding to 343 keV Y-rays 
lAiile on the stop side the plastic crystal was set to accept 
the pulses corresponding to 6 S keV X-rays* The tine spectrum 
(fig.34) so obtained was found to be complex, consisting of two
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•ipontlal diMMgrs* the longer oompw\e.nt d«<uiylitc with the 
heXf*llfe of lO.Sii ASee*t was interpreted to be due to the 
eolneidcneet produeed by the Coop ton pultet of 482 ke? Y-rey 
uhleh fell within the peek of 343 keTV-rey* Ihe feet eoqponent 
repreeents the oolneidenoes due to the eetuel dee^ of the 
343 keT level whi^ oorreiponda to e helf-life
■ 0.7 X 10 See.
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123 k«? LEVIX OF W
SOURCE PHFPARikTION,
186lie nucleus deoeys partly by eleotron ospturei
pq;>ulotlng the 123 keV level of W • Xhe ^e source ves
produced by thermal neutrcm irradiation of ^iriohed K e ^ *
The source thus produced vas allowed to decay for five days
1B8so that the small 17*h activity due to He produced alcngvith 
TS6He"^^ may completely subside* Evidence %ras found for no other 
contamination* Fev drops of nitric acid solution of active 
per»ztienic acid were allowed to evaporate in a small cavity 
3nm X 2mm drilled in the perspex container* The saiq}le thus 
produce! was mounted evenly between two cotmters*
SINSLkS SPKaiBUM*
Y  -ray spectrum of Re*^ was observed in a cooled 
2*6cm die x 2*6om thick Nsl (Tl) crystal* Cooling had been 
done by putting the photomultiplier and the crystal in a small 
box containing freezing ice mixture as shown in fig*3S* Walls 
of the box were made of perspex covered with thin sheet of cork 
so that the scattering of V *rays due to enclosure may be 
minimised* Cooled Nal (tl) crystal had the advantage of bett^ 
time resolution^ due to shorter light decay time* The spectrum 
shown in fig* 36 indicates the presence of two prominent 
I^otopeaks corresponding to 60 ke7(X*ray) and 131 keV* The 
halfowidth of the peak at 131 keV %ras found to be more than

so
ttie vapeoted hclf-vldth from the resoluticm of the apeotrum
at this energy (estlmeited by 140 keV l«7el of \Aieh
confirmed the presence of 1 2 2 keV f-ray as reported by Porter et s
Xhe Insert of fig* 36 shovs the/ • speotrun in plastio
sointillator of size 2 * & « 9  dia x 3om thick* % e  arrovs
137indioeting t2ie energies ere pieced according to Cs calibretion* 
Both the crystals were covered with 49(teg/om^  of a alurainiun so 
toat the ]B ^ reys ere con^letely absorbed*
delayed coincidknce*
The measurenent of the helf«life of 123 keV level of 
vas accoapli^ed by observing the delayed coincidences * - 
between X»rays and 122 keV Y-rays. The pulses corresponding to 
60 keV X»ray photopeak were selected in Nal crystal and were fed 
to the start channel* Xhe slov channel bias on tiie plastic side 
was kept at 2  volt vhich allowed the detection of 1 2 2 keV Y ^ ray 
and also an apprecialde niimber of 137 keV y«*reys* With the above 
adjustunents the coincidoances between 137 keV i ' «rays and X*rays 
due to U\e conversion of 630 keV Y -ray also get registered 
alcngwith the real coincidences* Ho%revejr« since the 630 ke^
Y*ray is cfuite weak and further it has a small conversion 
coefficient, it does not introduce a serious ^ror* A ^ical 
delayed coincidence spectrum is shown in fig* 36* The half-life 
measured from the slope of the right hand side of the curve 
co?nes to be
• (1*16 i 0*2) X 10*® Sec.
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The left hand side of the curve vaf found to be 
little slov due to the detection of lov energy f -reys in 
Nel oryatal) but sinoey ve ure concerned with the right hand 
side (mly it does not effect our loeasnire’aent* W«| however | 
tried to r^eat the experio^t changing the role of the 
two crystals i»e* the bias in plastic side was reduced to
1 volt to accommdate 60 keV X-ray and the single <^annel 
on Nal side was set at 4 volt corresponding to the cotabined 
peak of 1 2 2 and 137 keV Y •rays* Ihe coincidence counting 
rate in this condition was found to be practically nil*
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Table i
summary of the Ha1P*L17ES measuremenis
Nuoleufl
n r  - ■ T “
1 Level I 
i (KeV) 0
I 1
otterved
Half-life
Seo*
83^ 27 (1 .59  1  0 .13) X 10-8
67 (6 .80  1  0 .13) X 10*®
351 ^  1 .0  X 10*® .
142 (1 .90  i 0.35) X 10*®
122 (4 .1  1  0 .7  ) X 10*®
214
80
^  B.O X 10*^® . 
(6 .08  + 0 .40) X 10*®
95 (1 .0  t  0 .6  ) X 10*®
th“ ®66^ 136 ^  9 .0  X 10*^®
73*'“ ^ 482 (1.06 i 0.15) X 10*®
343 (0 .7  ♦ 0 .3  ) X 10*®
ulBt>
74T 123 (1.16 + 0.2 ) X 10*®
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GHAPIER V 
RESULIS and discussion
It is interesting to eonpare the eaq)eriQientaI 
transition probabilities with the theoretical Teluea oaloulated 
on the basis of specific models of the nuolcusy since the s«ne 
may repeal a significant information about the nuclear structure*
AS a starting point the mod^ generally used is the extreme single 
particle model| which in its simplest form assumes that
1* A single particle is responsible for the transition 
is moving in a velocity independent central 
potential*
2 « the wave functions are constant throughout the nucleus*
3« The radius of the nucleus is small compared to the
*
wavelength of the radiation emitted*
Ihe expressions for the transition probability^ on the 
basis of the above mmitioned assuuoptionsy have been calculated by 
Weisskopf^ and are written asi*
For electric transition of multipole order L,
X / r , \  _  I 3  R  X x f e * -
where Ey is e3Q)rea8ed in NeV and K is in fermis (lO*^cm) 
{21i'*M)||denotes 1*3*5* •«••• SXif'l*
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For nagnetio transltiony the oelouXatlon of transition 
probability is somewhat oofoplioiBited due to the intrinsio mcKBents 
of the nuoleus* Welsskopf has hovever oonoluded that ti^e 
magnetic matrix elements are smaller than the corresponding 
eleotrio matrix eles3«ntts by a factor of 10 end henoe
%
the trensiti(m probability for the magnetic trmsition of order 
L is given by
si' (sr.:
The Weisskopf's estimate for the magnetic transiti(m probability
2
vas modified by Mosskov^i to take into account the dependence
t
of orbital magnetic moment of the radiating particle on its
2nultipole order L« He thuS| replaced the factor iO( byt
being the proton intrinsic magnetic moment in nuclear 
megneton (*>2«79)« Xhe magnetic transition probability after 
the above modification is given byi
X \o X Sec
CS'-B)
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liiere i t  eaq^ressad in  Na7y and £«1«46 formit*
Di« tt^ tlttlofil factor S has hem ttk«n at unity in 
tha Mai8ak<9fs astiaetas* This hov«v«r is trua only for th« 
oas« whan final state of tha transition is an s*atata (^ ao)*
Xn ganaral for an alsotrio tr»;nsition froa an initial stota 
having the orbitfil angular aoMcntuBi Luid tha total angular 
aKMDsntUB to a final stata with orbital angular aooaitua 
and total angular f{K»i«itua tha statistioal faotor is given
(f-i,
«har« tha ^aantity T i s  olosaly  ral»tad  to 81«b8Qh*0ordan 
eo effio ian t^  and V ara tha o o affie icn ts introduoad tqr Hasahf
For ttia spaoial oas« whan !*■ \ ^ i ^ 4 \ t h a  am>ressi<m 
takas ooB9>arfitivaly sioq[>la fora* F o r X ^ ^ 1 i - L  i * a *  vhan 
ths spin of ths f in a l st«.ta i s  la s s  than the spin of tha in itia] 
sta ta  by tha loaltipola order L , tha s ta t is t io a l  feotor i s  givan
Xn tha rsvarso ease i« e *  iriien the s ta t is t io a l  faetor
i s  given as follow sf in aeoordanee vith the prineiple of
8?
detailed belanoet
It Is vorthvhlle to note that S e<|uals to 1 for any transition 
for vhlQh I|«ir tfid
In aotual praoticef all the nuolear states except those 
of the single nuclecHif are states containing several particles*
In the case of normal coupling^ the groand state spin of odd*A 
nuclei e<|ual8 to the angular nomentum of the unfilled orbit 
which contains odd number of nucleons. Kovevery t^ere are fev 
exceptions^ which fall under sbnormal coupling* For normal 
coupling statest the wave function may be written as products of 
wave functions of pairs of identical particles coupling to a 
spin zerOf and that of the wave function of the last odd particle* 
ISie transition probability calculated, between states of 
partially filled orbits using the above wave functions was found 
to be less than the corresponding single particle states by a 
factor ^ known as seniority statistical factorf
For an odd particle transition i*e« when the transition 
is represented byi
For an even particle transition i*e* when the transition is 
represented byt
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Ihe single partlole model beoeuse of the over siopllfied 
picture of the nucleus lends Itself to BBsy celoulsticms 
bat since It reprenenta the actual situation crudely the 
experimental velues In moot of the cases are found to be 
much off than the single particle estlniates* Reverthelessf 
these oalculatlons provide an inportant tool for the 
Interpretation of known results*
()^^OhBIDD£N mANSIXlONSt
According to strict single particle model| the 
transitions between states of different orbital angular 
momenta ^  are forbidden* She calculation of the transition 
probability for such i  •forbidden transitions re(|aires 
modified assumptions about nuclear wave functions* The 
radiative transition probability for a magnetic dipole 
radlatl(m ^^C^<^aay be expressed in terms of nuclear matrix 
element by the relation*^
•X - J L  - (Ji-f vi-vS'A i V m  I 5  / a i i v l
- o . M 5 x\o'* ^
where Sy Is measured in MeV, and is the mgular momantum
2of thd initial state* the s(|uere of matrix caement m  is
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glTon %yi
Tn'
iihor«x/jL it the mHmnation of the aagnetlo noment operators of 
ea^ nuoleon in the nucleus*
7Arlaa et al« haTe derived the slnple e3q)ressions 
for the oaloulatlons of the natriz element of l*forbidden 
transitions on the basis of oonfigurational oixingi and are 
written ast
A* For Like Core (L) transitions i*e* when odd particle 
Qhenges its statei I f^ iO ) —  Xhe matrix
element is given by
Va Vi,
X C^ -. s.'
vhere (gs*gl) is 4«585(n«m) for an odd protcm nucleus and 
•3*826 (m*B) for an odd neutron nucleus* The Fj, i^idh has the 
meaning of the unfavoured factory takes into account the 
contribution due to all the possible modes of excitation as 
given belov*
1 * (when » I2  different mixing states but having
•«m« orbital angular momenta
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r _ t: ^
VUli ~
Ysl
V :i
niiHg dmote the er«i number o t partleles in l \  and I2  mixing 
states respectively*
the Talues in the ourly bracket in (4,12) must be 
ohosen in such a way that ^ e  even numbers o t nucleons in the 
orbits Ix and I2  are like or unlike nucleons with those in the 
out^most orbit The value ol g is 0*834 for the effect of 
neutaron excitation on odd protcm trvisition and 1*199 for the 
effect of proton excitation on the odd neutron transition* Ihe 
interactions between nucleons are assumed as attractive «id 
the attractive force in the triplet state is assumed to be 
stronger than the singlet state of the two nucleons In the 
ratio! Vt - 1-^ \V5\ * X is a Slater integral f«r a d^ta* 
function interaction!
00
R C Ix ')  « C . s:a ')K ' C'5'’
The product of the singlet strength end the integral I has
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the fora
A is the Baas of the mioleus and 8 3 it a constant taken to be 
e<2uaX to 250 MeV for harmonic oscillator wave function* F is 
a non*diBensional constant vhioh does not depend on A tut dspends
fi
on the shape of the vaire £\inction«
2 . Tj.11 (iirti«n ttie mixing state coincides vi^ If)
Vu-a i "
3* the mixing state I 2 coincides with li)
B* For unlike core (U) transiti<»is i*e« when the even particle 
changes its state, The matrix
element is given byt
Cs-
The contribution due to the first mode of excitation i«e* F^j is 
given by the same formula as the corresponding Tj^n while the 
contribution due to other two modes are calculated the
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following expresflont*
OAA.dl
_ r  ^ lik!±±. («•'Vm TII'c 'v-nr^ a X i - \  -vV
Xh« above es^rcssions hold good on ly for th« oat« 
vh«n the anguler momente of the Inltiel and final oonfiguratlon 
are and Hovcnrer» for the other oase in vhioh
and ve need only exohange the role of initial
and firiv.1 i«e« q ahould be replaced by I^ | p
and vioeversa in the above forimilaa*
IRANaillONS IN 1H£ DEFORMED NUCLEI•
The exoited state^of nuclei in the intermediate and
heavy mass region (A >150) shows the ezlstanoe of oolleotive
exoitaticms characteristic of the defomed nuclear shape* The
transitim probability for S' ^ radiation of mltipole order L and
0of frequency u? is given by
(S. 0^'
 ^ihese expressions vhiah were left in the orii^ai papery'^  bave 
been cleared in private comnunication with Dr* A* Arima*
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Where the reduced transition probability B(<rL) which dep«ids 
on the detailed imolear struoture oexi be expressed in terns of 
the matrix element of the ssiltipole operator 'vn (L« /U ) betveen 
initial state (i) and final state (f) with magnetic (luantua 
number
In the unified description of nuclear dynamios« the state of the 
nucleus is described in terms of particle an^ colleotiTe degrees 
of freedom and thus the electric and magnetic operators in the 
space fixed system are given by-
V
and
The first term (particle part) in the two expressions represent the 
transition moments of the most loosly bound particles which can be
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Individually exoit«d «^11« the last t«rn represents the oniltipole 
noioents goiereted b/ the oollective motion of the nucleons* In the 
strcmg ooupling rtpresentation one may distinguish between 
partiole transitions t^ioh are associated with a change in the 
intrinsic wave functioni and collective transitions vhich leave 
the internal particle structure uneffected*
COLLECriTE IhANSiriONS*
Ihe enhancement of transition probability is 
accounted for in terms of the oollective qpiadrupole oscillation 
of the nucleusf and the dominating contribution to the reduced 
transitim probability comes from the last term of ec]aaticm(5*22}«
In the case of K. diagonal transitions (AKbQ) i.e. for
transition from a rotational state (Ij^ K) to a final state (IfK) 
the reduced transition probabilities for electric (juadrupole and 
magnetic dipole transitions are given by^^ ^
' ^ . 2  3
where the (juantities in bracket are Gleb^*Gordan coefficients
As a special case in even-even nuclei the rotational 
band associated with the ground state (I«&«0 ) has consecutive 
states with AI«2» Ihe decay therefore proceeds in cascade of 
pure £ 2  transition* Ihe reduced transition probability from the
first excited tt«te of even-eren nuolet Is given by (!qaatlon(B.23)
;>• On’-
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_2,h ^
where the quentlty B(B2 ) (expresied in may be
detemined from the measured transition probability (E2 >U8ing 
the following relaticm whi<^ follows from (iB«20)l*e*
\  (Eg) - 1.236 X 10^ X E >,® X B (Eg) Sec*l 
where is expressed in MeV,
In odd Mass nuclei the oonseoutive states have 
^  I»1 and therefore transition in general proceed as a aixture
of and Eg* the probability for a toansition I’fl-^l is given
by e<|uations (&*23) and (5*24) and Toay be written at
0 C M ^  ^ 3, (5 .,g
A\\ A V A C ---- CXArl)
where gk and gR are the gyromagnetio ratios due to intrinsic 
and colleotiYe motion of the nucleons* Xhe value may be
calculated from the measured half-life by using the following
relation vhloh follows from eqpaationi 5 «2 Q and 6*28
\ f \ A A ^ O  k \ ^ Y .\ o  -1^ -------- 1— -----
where E ^ is esqpresaed in MeV and gk*gR in nuclear magneton.
If the nuclear ahaptis spheriodal the deformation 
parameter ^ given by*
R . iL (XV^2- Afi ^  1. o C , : ^  CS'i')
vtiere is the mean radius and A the difference betveen major 
and minor semi axes. For a uniformly charged nucleus of spheriodal 
flhape the value of p may be calculated from Cuby the use of
Qo =  ^XCS'TT)^'- 2  Ro’" P 0 -^ 0 M<.ei-.............)  C^'i’
06
f  . 8 --..
where Qo is in the same units as expressed earlier(lO*^^om^) and 
Ro has been assuiMd to be equal to 1 * 2  fermis*
The nuclear mom«it of inertia depends on the structure
of the intrinsic nuclonic &»tion* For independent particle moti<»n
of the nucleons in the rotating nuclear field, tiie effective moTnent
of inertia would be approximately that corresponding to the rigid
12rotation and is given by.
^  a + o -  ......... ) f
In tile other extreme wh«n the residual interaction becones so 
strong so as to break down the shell structure, l^e effective
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moment of inertia would approeoh the hydrodanamlo value 
e(|tilvelent to a wave travelling irrotationally on the surfaoe 
of a li(2uid drop In that oase
J l t iK o k
In practice the mconent of inertia are found to lie between theae 
two extr^ea and thus the oonq;>criaon between furnishes a
Valuable information about the strength of ^ e  residual interactions 
The is calculated from the observed energy of the excited state 
since
5- T  c -e-NeAA. -
fXAAck
(5T.
where 1 and lo being the angular momenta of excited and ground 
state respectively* The combination of e(]uations 6«34 end 5*36 
results in a sinqplified formula
-1 ^
^  O-5C>KXCXv\^\_t,A%4-o-3)P;*]x\o‘
ewewk e^weA*. >w>eAii
CXAJvdl
T I  ^ 0 • 5 \T ex.O - X  « CX
(^- 37 b!
Where is expressed in MeV*
a
PiRTICLE mANSIXIONS.
The transition probability b^tvaan tvo indlTidaal 
purtiola 8 tet«t dfp«Rd on the intrinaie atruotur* (ioplitade and 
phasaa) of the padrtial wave fimoticms of the tvo at«tea and are 
indapande?it of the eoIXeotive motion* Ihus in dariving the 
wpresaion for the transition probability between two individual 
partiale st^tesy eontributlon due to last term in aqftietion (5*22) 
■ay be ifnored and taultipola operator oay be written in the fom«
T)
vhtf e 6<is the Suler an^le giving the oriantation of the nuoleus 
and Wci-;>A)is the nultipole operator expressed in nuolear eo-ofdiaa' 
systea (instead of speoe fixed systesi)* The transition probabiliti« 
for eleotrio (faadrupole and aagnetie dipole transitions betwesn twa 
individual partiole states X t 7^r[N7)y.A] and f r ' a ' ] 
are given by the following ezpressians whi^ are obtained fros.the 
general foroaila's (29), (35) and (36) in the Nilsson's paper^
(5-^9)
Where B is the en«rgy of transition (MeT) and ^  ci>o is the 
oseillator lev^ apaeing* The stiaares of the natriz elenant 
0 % 2 9  ^  qaantities Bgt nay be ealaulated by
using (36) t (S6 )| end (41) In Nilsson's p a p w P
PAHnXL radiative ( IRaNSIXION PW)BaBILIIY.
since Intemel C(»iversion Is an Inevitable parallel 
process uhloh often oon^etes with the Y trensltlony the 
observed half-life of an excited state Is alveys less than the 
partial half*llfe for the Y •transition alcme* The e^eritaental 
transition probebilities thereforei have to be corrected for the 
internal conversion before Baking a conq;>arison with theory. The * 
experiiB«ital half*life is related to the partial radiative 
mean life time following relation
Where ^(tl* total ccmverslon coefficient ( « < A : +..
In the case of mixed 4 Eg transition) the partial 
radiative life tiiae for transiti<m may be given by the 
following relation 
*
i^ere S^ls the ^2/nj^ 8iq>litude mixing ratio and are the
total oonveiSion coefficients which may be obtained by the 
extrapolatitm of Bose's Table •
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tabl« 2 guMoriaes th« rcaultt of « 1 1  th« M«fur«atiita 
^ongvlth th« aaloulatlont nf<d« on th« b»tls of pMrtlolo
■odol* Colun Xstf 2mSL and 3rd in tho tablo list tha RUolid«t« tiM 
•'( -r«y transition tnargy and tha obaanrad half- 1  if a raspaotivaly* 
lha ^ and oC^ g^ivan in ooluan 4th ara tha total conrarslon 
ooaffieianta for anejnatio dipola and <i^ aotrio ifuadrupola trensltlant 
nhioh hava baan obt«^ inad twom tha axtrapoletion of Bota*i tebla* 
lha valuaa of m ixing aoplltuda S \ n  aoluar 6 th ara ttioaa i^ioh
h«ya baan raportod in Iitari»tura »s a ramiXt of angular eorralatioa
X4»3iS 103or polftrltatlon faaasurattants* For tha o»aa of Kh for whioh n«
aodi d»t« is aveiilabla tha valua of S^has ba«i astiaatad with ttia
halp of axpariaacntal K oonvaraion eoaffioiant ^ x*nd tha axtripcietBd
valuaa of ^ «id(<^« lha last tvo ooluvia in tha tabla list ttia
ratardstion ffactor »nd Eg anhanoansnt faotor raspaotiValy* Tha
axpariasntal partial Y ^ray transition probabilitiaa end
7\y obti»inad fro* tha obsanrad half* lifa by
tttSiig tha valuas o f f i alongvith tha aqaation (5*42)
whila tlia singla partlola transition probabilitias
i^ r thosa whioh hava basn aaloulatad with Qm  halp of
a(|ttatlafia (5»l) snd (5«3)«
It is a^idant firom tha tabla th a t tha wagnatio dipola
transitions from tha first axel tad st»ta (•) of X ^ »
C , ^ t  tnA which ooow batwasn ©7 / 2  ^
ara in ganaral ratardad by a l«rga faotor in aooordftnoa with
t2ia l«forbiddan transitions* lha low vulua of ratardation faotor 
129in Z is probably dua to tha adoixtura of radiation ( lha
1IaBI£ 2
COMP/RISON OF THE OBSEStVED HaLT-LIFE WITH SINGLE PaHXICLE ESTIMATES
Nuoleus
"T' n
E. (pbs) I Convorsion N« retardation(Eofactor 1 nont1 (k«V (Seo*) I faotorAt (M •) S- P//kY €;t^0 AyCEx>«j,/Av£P»
65 1 *0 x1 0*® 1.90 I1 . 6 .072 26.0 4.0x10^
jl29
S3
27» 1.59aa5® 5.30 300 - 140 m
56
1 2 2* 4.1X10*® 0.53 0.90 .03 610 7.0
214 <6.0xl0*^® 0.12 0.13 • ^300 :^180
 ^133
55"* 80* 6•08x10** ^1*65 4.0 . 0 0 6 590 4.0
8/ 142* l.fixlO*® 0.62 0 . 6 6 . 0 0 6 460 15.5
p,143
50 67* 5.8x10*® 6.7 25 . 0 1 430 14.5
294 IxlO*® .08 .05 0.80 ^ 1 .6 x1 0 ® ^ 2 0
79 :^  9txl0*^ ® 4.1 6.8 0.13 160 ^ 2 6 0
343 7x10*^® .13 . 0 6 0.25 3.0x10® 0.98
73 482 10.6X10*® .03 . 0 2 26 .O- 2 .6x1 0® 0.076
yl98 113
«rQ
1 . 2  XIO - 1.5
1
- - 100,5
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•ffeot of whioh has been neglected In oaloulatloni} in tills
transition sinoe a slight admixture (8^«*05) will bring the
observed retardation feotor quite close to the other analogue
transitions* Xhe £ 2  transitions on the other hand are also
cnhenoed but ooinparatlvely \iy a small factor (F^15), This order
of enhancement in the £ 3  transition probability may be accounted
17for in terms of weak surface coupling in \^ich the last odd
nucleon induces a (juadrupole 0K>raent in the rest of the nucleus,
which is responsible for the mihanoed £ 2  transitim* The effect
may be expressed in terms of an increase in the effective proton
charge* An interesting feature which emerges out of the results
is t^at tile retardation factor for transition decreases as
one mores away from the closed i^ell of prot<ms(^ «50}9 i^le
the £ 2  enhancement factor increases e*g* the enhancement factor
in tile case of Cs isotopes (^*53} i » ^ 7  while for p^ isotopes
(7 Mg9 ) ifx^is. This bdfiaviour clearly indicates ttie contributlo
of the collective notion to the single particle wave functions
which as • conse(|uonoe weakens tiie £«forbiddenness and increases
the £g transition probability* A similar behaviour has be«n
18found by Berlovioh et al« to exist in the europium isotopes*
The 55 keV transitim in which proceed from the
96 keV excited state observed transition
probability much in agreement with tiie calculated transition 
probability for radiation than £2 radiation and thus it may 
be assumed to be predominantly of character* Ihe result is 
supported from tiie conversion coefficient^ and angular
103
oorrelation measurements* On the seme basis ve may argue that
143the 294 keV transition from the seoond exolted state of Pr
proceed prlnerly «s £ 2  radiation end the 214 keV transition
131from the second exolted state of Cs proceed with comparable 
ed-mlxture of the and Eg radiations. The nuclei Tb^^i 
and fall under the region of large spherlodal
deformation. The Eg transltlwi probability In the tvo nuclei 
Tb^^ end is enhanced by a factor^OO indicating the effect
of eolleotire motion of t^e nuolecms. The and Eg transitions 
in the other two nuclei Lu^ *^  ^end la^^ are retarded. This 
rather uneoq;)eoted b^arlour in the collectlTe region is 
ejcplalned on the basis that the concerned transitions in these 
nuclei take place within the states of different rotational
19band and are forbidden by the asymptotic selection rules.
i  -FOEBIDDEN TRANSITIONS.
The experimental matrix element for t -forbidden 
transitions have been compared with the single particle matrix 
element and the matrix element calculated by the theory of 
Arima et al? based on the configurational mixing. In toe single 
particle matrix element calculations account has also been taken 
of the seniority statistical factor beside the statistical 
factor. The results of these calculations have been made for 
a large number of configurationSf but only those values have hem 
listed which lie within m few factors of the experimental value. 
In the tablefcolumns 2  and 3 give the proton and neutron
TABLE 3
EXPSilM£:KXAL ARC ARIMA*S «t «I. MaIEIX ELEHEIfTS
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---- -”T Proton.... . ’
Nuolcus iConflsuratlon
. . 1 ^.... ... -.
Configuration
. --- j.. „,^ , R-TtJ--
lype t.p.«.|F {atI ™  2^. “ P*
-Ji_____ — 5________  ...... .s ., . T  fc r^ .„ A g--- jy—
1 — u/is- - B / i i -  - —  —  ---- n n -2  j
e t (24^2)*
3.41
<^*7/2^®‘20b/2’^
(ii7/2 *^^ 2 <lg/2 )^
<205/2>"<1«7/2»® - ^ ^
<a>8/2>*<l<7/2’ * " ” “ ''•» “ *■ ■
B8 °* ^^*7/2^ *^B/2  ^ “^ *1 1/2 ^
<lhu/2 )«(2 V a )
(b) (l,,/2)3(2d5,3)^ (^)®
oontd***
L 52 103 0.&29 2.42
0*60L 46 92 0,317 2,77
L 23 205 0,268
L 34 307 0.227
L 34 307 0,102 ,112 4.04
U 1 1 102 0.125 3.24
U 1 1 102 0.07
L 34 296 0.22
L 23 108 0.27
.116U 1 1 99 0,06 2.46
U 1 1 99 0.12 2.65
L 34 1 1 0  0 . 2 1 1
.312
L 23 145 0.260
U 17 190 0.103
h 17 190 0.114 .09
U 23 255 0.U8
5
Table 3 (owitd.)
[ . ...................  " .......” "3 ... -.... .. 4 ' "'g...-"y—■?.... -g - " f — n r
(Xgy^2r(2dg^g)’ “ U 23 288 0.070 .08
" " L 17 *212 0.088
(lg^/2)^(2d5/2)® tJ 34 226 0.1^2
" U 34 226 0.099 .182 3.8
(^*7/a)®(^8/2)^ " U 23 153 0.017 4.6
(lg^^2)®(2dg/2^^ *• U 34 227 0.096 0.160
(1*7/2>®(2dg/2^^ • U 23 183 0.016
a) A. Arima» H. Horle and M. SiAOf Prog. Ih«o. Phys. 17f(1987)867
b) O.M. Bakaty Ziam Gki^. Zaor. 39, 1716 (l9ei) English translation in
Sonriat Physios.
o) £. Ye BerlOTidi. Q.H* Bukat. Y. K, Qusar, 7.Y*ILIH
V.7* NIKIXIS m d M.K, NIKITIN 
Phys. Latters 2 y (1962) 344
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oonflguTetions respeotlTely of the ground state and ooltuunt 
4th| 6 th| 6 thy 7th and 8 th represent respectively! the t/p« of 
transltlonss Like (L) or unlike (U)| the single partlole model 
matrix element for allowed transition| the retardation 
factor Fy the matrix elem«it from the theory of Arima et al«i 
and the experimental matrix element, Ihe lest two columns 
represent the calculated and experimoital velues of magnetic
4.20moment*
The analysis of the results indicate that^ though the 
sttiiority statistical factor is effective in bringing the 
theoretical values nearer to the e^erim«ital onesy yet the 
experimental values of the matrix eleo«it for C-forbidden 
transitions are much off from the single particle estimates 
and that this results in a large retardation factor for such 
transitions* Ihe large retardation factor is evidence for the 
fact that these ^-forbidden transitions cannot be explained 
by the simple single particle picture in t^ich the transition 
takes place from one pure state to another pure state* ^ t  
the comparison of the ejqperim^tal matrix elements with those 
calculated from Arima's theory^ in ii^ ich the transition takes 
bet%reen states whose zeroth order wave functions have been mixed 
with the excited configurations» show that such a picture yield 
theoretical values <}uite near to the experimental values* The 
configurations which give the best agreement with the experimental 
Values are invariably the seme as those suggested by the 
co!rq;>arison of ^ e  experimental and theoretical values of the
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MCn«tie mofli«nt9« For «uoqpl«| in the o«m of X | tho 
«ixp«rlB«nt«l Taluo of th« matrix •l«D«nt li«t hmtwem th« 
theor«tlo«l tsIuob of the swtrix •Icaent for th« aonfiguratloo 
and and tho ntsgnetlo w m m t d«t«
•Iso support ths sftos oonflgorations* thm te rn sltufttlon holds 
In th« oass of Gs^^t th« s3q;»«rla«nt«X value of 0»U2 for w? 
liss betwssn the ^•orstioal values 0*102 «nd 0«125 eorresponding 
to ^ e  oonfisuraticms ***^
the aiagnetle moment dnta slso support the seme oonflfuretions*
For C s ^  there is only one oonflguratlon 
«hi<^ is suppodrted both by artrix element aoaqsarlson and the 
■^gnetlo nonent oo^perison of the expwliientel and theoratioal 
values* For howevery a snail neg^ t^ive vslue of (^adrupole
■ooent fend the ooaperison of the experimental and ttieoretioel 
values of nagnetie noment support tdie oonflguration ^ ^ ^ 2 ^^^^5/2^ 
whereas the aetrix element support the oonfiguretion<1^ ^ 2 ^^^^ 6^/2  ^
■ore than < 1*7/2 Pr^ '*®, it is diffioult to make 
suoh e eo^parisan due to laok of experimental v»lue of ^e msgnetii 
moment*
Ihe analysis also reveals thrt the nuoleons in this 
region show a systematio trend in oooupying the IS7 / 2  and 
2A^^2 •ubshells* Zo start with, the nuoleons prefer the 1&^^2
subiOiell imless it is half*filled as is evident from the
eonfigur»tion of and Cs^^f The eaqperiaontal matrix
129 3elMaent for 1 is olose to ^ l g j / 2' eonfi^retion while in
the OFse of Cs^^t the matrix element is elose to
139
IaBI£ 4
ratio BBTWEEM EXPEhlMENrAL AND IHEOhETICAL VALUES OF
MAtaiX ELEMENTS
I 1 I B rx rj rj r z  ; r 
Nuoleus I E< 5 I i  5 I-  in 5m_ la  } «^ col
I (KeV)| ^ I ^ «qp I ■•PMAPlma \
T *  ,-B ft 10
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“■■'1 '. — T " — T - ■ -r / ' T - j -57F«26 31 1 2 2 ^6 / 2 ^3/2 .scxio® 0.06 46.5
Co»® 27 32 191 P3 / 2 h / 2 ^.1x10^^0.034 46.6
28"^^  33 71 V 2 ^3/2
•95,2x10 0 . 6 0 46.5
29^34 960 6^ / 2 Pa/ 2
-13
8.0x10*^ 1.4
*
46.5
30 37 90 ^6 / 2 Pa/ 2 .14X10^ 0.10 46.5
A ^6 / 2 P3 / 2 ^3.6x10*® ^ .98 46.5
280 ^6 / 2 P3 / 2 1.6x15^® 0.35 46.5
79
3B®*^ 44 219 V 2 **3 / 2 ^1.0x15^^0.94 46.5
1 0 0 Pg/a 6^ / 2
• 1 07.9x10 0.25 46.5
44*^7 127 *7/2 V 2 4.7x10® .02 68.5
eont^»«
Table 4 (ocmtd*)
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
161•
t
*a/2 ®l/2 3.56aiJ® 0*45 26.5 •721 42 1.6
JL19  
Sh SO 69 24 ^ 2 V 2 l*3xl!0® 0.51 26.6 .804 52 1.57
123 Sb 51 72 161 V 2 *7/2 6«2xli^ 0.42 68.5 •520 162 1.23
82^^9
214 ^ 3 /2 Sj/ 2
-10
•66x10 1.02 26.5 •708 36 0.7
123T«
52 71
159 S/2 Sj/2 2 *33 1^}^ 0.72 26.5 •770 36 1.07
52 73 35 ^3/2 ®l/2 2.1x10® 0.60 26.5 •920 44 1.53
53 76 27 ^ 2 *7/2
l.OxlO^ 0.50 68.5 •53 140 1.06
131 
53 78 147 V 2 *7/2 1.0xl5® 0.25 68.5 •29 274 1.16
„129 
54 75 40 ^a/2 V 2 l,6xlC® 0.72 26.5 I.IO 37 1.54
54 77
80 V 2 V 2 1.2xi5® 0.45 26.5 •48 51 1.07
65 76 142 *7/2 ^/2 6.2X10*®
0.112 68.5 0^12 610 1.07
C . ^  55 78 81 V 2 *7/2 l.OaaS® 0.116 63.5 0^12 590 1.03
TABLE 4 (aontd.)
110
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0
138 
55 *80
250 ^6/2 *7/2 3.l3d0^
t
0*26 68.5 0.26 264 1 . 0
57 80 1 0 *5/2 *7/2 1 2 .6 aoS 0.09 68,5 0.103 760 1.14
57 82
165 V 2 *7/2
-91.9x10 0.08 68.5 0 . 0 8 856 1 . 0 0
59 82 142 ^/2 *5/2 3.0z15^ 0.152 68.5 0 . 1 6 2 456 1.08
59 84
57.5 *7/2 < % /2 4.36x10® 0.150 68.5 0.156 456 1.06
pl47 
01 “84
61 *7/2 V 2 1.82x10® 0.30 68.5 0 . 1 6 228 .53
pl47 
61-86
92 V 2 *7/2 7.7x15® 0.182 68.5 0.17 310 .75
63 84
229.5 *7/2 *5/2 2 .2 x1 0.49
(
68.5 0 . 1 1
a
140 0 . 2 2
63 8 6
150 *7/2 5.2oaJ^ 0.75 68.5 0 . 1 2 1 90 0.16
ea^aJ 2 2 *7/2 *5/2 1.02x15^ 1 . 2 2 68.5 0.134 56 0 . 1 1
77 114
83 V a *3/2 6 x1 0 *® . 0 2 26.5
77 116 73 ^ 2 *3/2 1.5x10**^ . 0 1 26.5
oontd*..
Table 4 (oontdj
%
330 d_,_ S.^_ .12 26.8
’. 1 2 0 1/a
879 d,., 3.5adJ^ .062 26«9
1  1 2 2 y a  V 2
dg/g Sj^g 1.7X10® .042 26.520C
1 124
3C3 d. / S - ^  1.2attO ^  .014 26.8 126 3 f2  1/3 —
111
2 3 4 C  6 ? 8  9 10
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eorr«spondlng to the meximum number of nuoleons in the
subshell9 though the ground state in the two oases Is 
different* But onoe the total number of the nuoleons(outside 
the closed shell it 50) exoeedii more than half the number 
required to fill nuoleomr start prefering
the 3dg^ 2  subshell leaTing subshell unfilled* This
preference for Soes on until it is oooq;>letely
filled* The lat^ tr«id is evident from the configurations
of 0 . « 3 ,  0 . « » ,  L.W’ . L .“ » ,  and P r ^ « .
In table 4 (column 5) the results of the half*life 
measurements for d-forbidden transition are presented over 
a wide range of nuclei* In those oases ^ere we have repeated 
the measurements we have taken our own values in preference
Q\mOAto the Values given in literature* the half-lives are
converted into radiative half-iives hy taking into account
the total coiversion coefficients obtained from t^e Hose's
table* In a few cases of low energy transition the conversion
correction could be made by utilizing measured values of
and K/L ratiosy where reliable data were aviailable* The
2theoretical values for matrix element nm s*p* in coIuqbi 7 
are the ones calculated from the single particle picture* Ihe 
calculated values of the matrix element from the theory of 
Arima et al* (column 8 ) are given only for one configuration 
for which the best agre«n^t with the ejq?erim«ntal Velue is 
noted* In the last two columns of the table the ratios of the 
experimental matrix elements with the single particle model 
matrix elements and the matrix elements calculated tiie theory 
of Arima et al* are given*
EXPERIMENTAL MATRIX
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The ejqpcrlmental values of the matrix elements are 
plotted on a logarlthmlo soale vhl<^ are shovn in fig* 37* The 
points for the seme N (Neutron number) are joined by a strai^t 
line* The solid line dravn through the points is an arbitrary 
line* It is dravn to see^ if there is any special trend* rhoug^ 
it is not very oonolusiTe^ fig* 3 7 shoirs some shell effeot| 
oorresponding to the raagio numbers at 28|50»82 «nd 136* At 
these magio numbers the observed matrix element decreases by a 
large factor* In the region of28<:N^60 the t-forbidden 
Ml»transition takes place between P ^ 2 ^^S / 2  and the
matrix element increases as ve go away from the nagic number 
28 of neutrons till it attains a maximua value around N =:44(Br'^ ) 
after that the value starts falling down* A similar trend is 
reproduced more clearly in the region 60^N^126| where the 
transition takes place between ^ ^ 3 / 2  neutrcm nuclei)
proton nuclei)* The value of matrix element 
1 2 Xat N«69 oorresponding to Te is^l it drops by • factor
139of ten at the magio number R«92 corresponding to La • The 
same situation arises again at N«126 in the case of Thalliujn 
Isotopes* Ihe trend is also supported if we observe the 
change iii matrix element for a given Z and increase the neutron 
number* Ify with the addition of a pair of neutrons the 
nucleus approaches towards magio number (N«82)f the value of 
the matrix element shows a downward trend* Examples of this 
rfXect 1 . 1 2 1  ,x.l23
vhereas if the addition of a pair of neutrons takes t^e 
nucleus away from the magic number the b^aviour is renrersed 
i*e* Uie increase in neutron number increases ^ e  metrix
Il3
•leaMnt i«hiah Is fron the pairt
131' 133 135 <• AR' 147lh« pairs Gs -Cs -Cs and Pn^^-Pm shows howsvop,
exoeptions to this general trend*
Slfflllarly If we look t o r the variation with
proton number for a fixed value of N | the same regularity
129 131as menticmed above is observed e*g« the pairs 63l"-86=« .
RR®* ® general downward53 « 6  57
trend of aatrlx element wlUi the increase in Z| ^ile the 
p«lPt
tSie value of the matrix element* The exoeptlon is met wi^
XXO* 121.the pair .^Sn *.»T1 i^ioh is probably due to the reasonwv 52
that closed shell at Z«60 plays some role in reducing the
matrix ele^ nent* The low value of matrix element in the case 
U 7of ah may also be explained on the same basis*
To see if this effect is really the shell effect
we have plotted in fig* 38a the ratio of m^s.p* (or retardation
2
factor) for these ^-forbidden Ml«transitlons^ the region 
50^N:< 126 i^ere an ample data is available* It is evident that 
the retardation is much above unity and lies between the values 
of 40 and 800* The minimum value of 40 is for nuclei away from 
the magic number and maximum value is for nuclei at the magic 
number N»82* This discrepency is explained on the basis that, 
since at magic number the states are truely represented by the 
shell model wave functions, ttie magnetic dipole transitim 
between two such states \^ch differ in orbital angular momenta
114
Is strlotly forbidden^ and hence • large deviation of the 
matrix element Is expected*
Flg*38b shows the plot of m^oal«/n^ exp. where the 
n^oal* are the oaloulated values fron the Arina's theory based 
on configurational mixing. It Is striking to note that the 
ratio has been brought down to a value around unity for a 
large number of nuclei. For nuclei with magic number of 
neutron or near to them there always exist a configuration 
which yields a value very near to the experimental value. 'Hiis 
Indlcetes that the picture of configuratl(mal mixing is very 
satisfactory at magic numbersy which fur^er supports the sh^l 
effect. Since the seroth order wave functions have been 
assumed in the calculation of Arlma's et al. to be the shell 
model wave functlcms \^lch are less perturbed by t^e other 
effects of nuclear dynamics only at the magic numbers. The 
smooth decrease of the ratio m^cal./m^ exp. for R>82 clearly 
indicates that the effect of collective motion of the nucleons 
starts playing part in perturbing Uie zeroth order wave 
functions and tiius the observed matrix element can no longer 
be explained by the configurational mixing.
transitions IR DEf OHMED IfUCLEI.
It has beai shown In the discussicm of Table'^  that 
out of the four nuclei i^lch fall under the region of large 
spheroidal deformation, two nuclei Tb^® and show
ccMisiderable enhancement of £ 3  transition probability(F 100). 
The spin sequence (shown in fig. 31) 3/2,6/2 ,7 / 2  In Tb^®
115
26
116
Table 5
OBSEKVU) HALF-LIFE aND TaRIOUS OEFOKMaIION PARAMEtE&S IN
and mJGLIDES
T------1------- 1— I— ------ 1“ -^----- r
ftx(obs) i ^  fi]
I i I  I I 1 i
uol«ut| B/ »ti(obs) I B(£g) |b(£2 ) ! ^  1 * 0
I I j6ce»Ai| ®«op. .OOUl* 9 *2 4  «  ISk*SR * R
I(K«?) !(S«o .) I f(2-^0) . I (10 0*^)1 ^  I P
1 { i  ^ 2 4  ! ( •  xlO om^)l i(n «a*)i
_____ S_____ t_______ I____H f m ,._______________i________ i_____ L
169 -10
79 ^  9x10 0.13 ^0.43 1,23 ^4.47 0.27 ^0.22<0.41
186 -9
« 183 1.163d0 Eg 0.71 0.76 6.97 - 0.218 0.272
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(odd mass) nucleus ohareoterlses the typloal deformed rotational 
speotrum of an axially sytmietrio struoture* Further the energy 
ratio between the first two excited states at I»7/3 and I»6/2 
is equal to ^  2*38 whloh is in excellent agreement with the 
ratio 2*4 (Eq«6«36) predicted by the unified model* IhuS| the 
levels at 136 keV <I»7/2) and at 67 ke7(I»6/2) belong to the same 
rotational band associated with the ground state IaK»3/2* Similarly 
the excited state at 123 keV in (even-eren) nucleus correspond
to the first (2'f) rotational state.
It is interesting to conpare the values of BCEg) from 
life time measurements with those obtained from Coulomb excitation 
measurementy and to calculate various other parameters like 
quadrupole moment| gyromagnetic ratios and moment of inertia etc* 
so as to know about ^ e  mechanism responsible for the collective 
effects* The result of these calculations are presented in table 6* 
The various columns in the table represent respectively, tiie 
nuclidesf energy of i  «transition| measured half-life, the (Eg/Mj^ ) 
mixing tfRplitude, the downward Eg reduced transition probsbility 
from half*life measure’nenty the downward reduced transiticm 
probability from Coulomb excitation measuremerit, the Quadrupole 
moment (Qq)# the differmce between gyromagnetic ratios due to 
intrinsic motion and collective motion(g|^ *g|^ )y the nuclear quadrupole 
deformation parameter )» and the ratio between actual moment of 
inertia and the moment of inertia due to rigid rotator* The upward
transition probability from Coulonft) excitation wes obtained from 
the literature after applying the correction for the branching 
ratio and the conversion coeffici«it of the 'i Tadiation* The
upvtrd transition probability so obt«in«d w»s reduesd to 
doimvard transition probability by taking into aooount th« 
statistical faotor as given by (l«7)»
Tha result of tha presant half •life aaesaraaant 
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in tha oasa of V has an awellant agraanant vith tha rasult
of Colaloab axoitationt vhila ttim lovar limit to tha 7alua of
BCEg) in tha oasa of Tb is about i of tha valua dwiTad frcMB
Coulorab aacaitdtion axparimoit* Thm vtlua fro^ Coulool) ascaitation
is howanrar subjaot to oorraotion dua to insuf fiolant data of tha
o<mveraion ooaffieiant and tha bran<^ing ratio for 136 ka7y
but probably it nay not bring tha velua near to tha narsurad
lo%rar limit, lha lerga value of tha <|iiadnipola moaant olaprly
indiaete tha oonsidarabla danrlation of both the nuelai froa
their spherioel shepa. The lov velua of ' f / ' f   ^ ^
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tf indioftt^ es a major eontribution due to residual Interaotions
deereasas tha aetual moment of inertia* A amaller value
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for the deforms tion paramet«r ^ in tha ease of V than in
(lha lower limit in this oese) evidently refleets the growing
omtrlbatioci of the residual interaationSf vhidi as a eonse<]aen«e
t«i4 to oollapse the nuoleer deformation*
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the nuolaar Ir/el soheae in Lq is veil aaqi>lainod by
Kilsson on the basis of single purtiole motion in an axially
27symnatrio spheroidal shell* Aooording to Nilsson the gro«uid 
state in is aasigned to be as 7/2 7/2‘*^ [404j and the 343
keT level as the first ezeited intrinsio state 5/2 5/df [402] • A 
similar pattern is observed in in whioh the later oeours
at 482 keT* Ihe or B2 transition between these two intrinsio
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ampliiudes of Partial wate funoxions and calcuuted transition 
probabilities for and
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states is K allowed A ) but it violates the selection
rule assooiated with the asyraptotio (piantun number ( a KvI^aA bI),
As a oonsequenoe of the later selection rule the observed
transition probability is retarded by a large factor relative to
the single particle estimates (Table! )• We have calculated these
13transition probabilities using Nilsson's wave functions so as 
to observe9 \«hether these longlife transitions can find proper 
accounts in the unified theory* The results of these calculations 
alongvith the various parameters assumed in the calcudations are 
presented in table 6* Zhe columns 1st and 2nd in the table list 
th e nuclide and Uie energy of the Y -transition respc^ ctively* 
Qaantum numbers associated with the initial and final states are 
givsn in column 3rd and 4th• Colutm 6th in ^ e  table lists ttie 
smplitudes of the partial VBve functicms >Aiich comprises the 
initial and final individual particle states according to 
Nilsson (normalized to * I) for a fixed value of
defeomation parameter (S«iO»3)« The last two columns of the 
table give the calculated and observed values of the transition 
probabilities*
It is evident from the table that the calculated value 
of transition in is close to the observed value while
the similar transition in Ta^^ shows a large degree of 
retardation (^10^)* The Eg transitions on the other hand are 
enhanced in both of the nuclei^ the degree of enhancement being 
larger in the case of Lu^ *^ ®(23dL0^ ) than la^^(lO)* The Inhibition 
of the M]i transition mey be esqslained cm the fact that the 
dominant compcment of the Initial state is the partial wave
function %^lle for the final stete the same is
these two vave functions have opposite sign of'S 
and have i values (orbital angular monenta) that differ by two 
units and thus the magnetio dipole transitions between these two 
states are S.*forbidden* But this does not explain the enhenoement 
of £ 2  transition probability sinoe one should expeot the £ 3  
transitims even aore retarted as the oolleotive £ 2  transitions 
between two states having AH»1 are oonpletely forbidden* A 
plausible explanation for the enhenoement of E2  transition 
probability may however be given if one oonsiders the mixing of 
the first rotational state (I«7 /2 9 Kb5/2 ) associated with the 
rotational bend of in ^ e  ground state I«K«7/2 by
rotational particle interaotion^^(ooriolis interaction)| sinoe 
the effect of even a small mixing may be effective to enhance the 
transiticm between two rotational band* The different order of 
ofihancement of £ 2  transition probability and retardation of the 
transition probability in t^e two nuclei may be understood 
due to the variation in the amplitude of mixing in the two cases*
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Abstract: The half-life o f the first excited state o f has been measured from the slope o f the de­
layed coincidence curve using time-to-pulse-height converter. The half-life was found to be 
=  (1.59±0.13)X 10-«sec.
1. Introduction
Jha et al. have estimated the lower limit to the mean life o f the first excited 
state of from the nuclear resonant absorption in We have measured the 
half-life of the same level by the delayed coincidence technique using a time-to-pulse- 
height converter.
2. Experimental Arrangement
The block diagram of the equipment employed for the measurement of the half- 
lives is shown in fig. 1. The time-to-pulse-height converter (TPH) was similar to that 
described by Weber, Johnstone and Cranberg ^). A few changes were, however.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the slow-fast coincidence circuit, 
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made in the original circuit o f the time-to-pulse-height converter to make it suitable 
for our purpose. For measuring the half-Ufe o f an excited state the radiation which 
terminates on the level whose half-life was to be measured was fed to the start channel 
and the radiation through which the level decays was fed to the stop channel o f the 
TPH converter. The radiation feeding to the stop channel was properly shaped in 
amplitude and width by a pulse shaper so as to ensure good resolution.
The source was placed synametrically between two scintillation counters each 
consisting o f 6810A photomultiplier tubes. A Nal(Tl) crystal o f size 2.5 cm diam. x 
1.3 cm thickness was mounted on one of the photomultiplier tube to detect low energy 
7-rays, while on the other an anthracene crystal was coupled to detect y-rays of higher 
energies. Both crystals were mounted in aluminium cans, the thickness of which was 
kept sufficient to avoid the detection of beta particles arising from the disintegration 
of Te^^^“  and its daughter This reduces the unwanted counting rate and thus 
increases the stability and performance of the TPH converter.
In the present experiment, the anode pulses from the anthracene counter were 
fed to the start channel while the pulses from the anode of N al counter were fed to 
the stop channel. The energy selection of the two radiations was accomplished by 
taking the output from the tenth dynode so as to avoid the saturation of high energy 
pulses at the later stages. The outputs were fed to the cathode follower, linear amplifier 
and to the single-channel pulse-height analyser, where the energy of the particular 
event was selected. The outputs of the two pulse-height analysers were fed to the slow 
coincidence. The coincident pulse was used to gate the 20-channel pulse-height 
analyser on which the spectrum from the time-to-pulse-height converter was dis­
played. The 20-channel analyser therefore records the number of events as a function 
of pulse-height which in turn is proportional to the delay between the two selected 
events.
3. Calibration and Performance
The annihilation radiation from Na^^ positons was used as a prompt source to 
calibrate the instrument. Known delays with the help of 125 ohm, RG63/U coaxial 
cables were inserted in the stop channel o f the TPH converter. The position o f the 
prompt peak was recorded for the different settings of delays and a calibration curve 
(delay/channel) as shown in fig. 2 was plotted. The curve was found to be linear 
over the range of delays involved in the measurements of half-lives in the present 
cases. The slopes o f the two sides o f the prompt curve (shown in fig. 3) were measured 
as 7^ =  0.36 X 10~® sec and =  0.42 x 10"® sec. The slight asymmetry of the curves 
is not due to any instrumental fault but is attributed to the fact that the pulses from 
anthracene were more sharp in rise time than pulses from the NaI(Tl) crystal.
4. Measurements
4.1. THE 80 keV LEV EL IN
The half-life of the first excited state in Cs^^^ was measured to test the working of
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Fig. 2. Calibration curve o f time-to-pulse-height converter for two different settings o f gain.
Fig. 3. Prompt decay curve o f Na'** annihilation radiation of positons.
the apparatus. A 0.1 /iCur sample of Ba^*^ was evenly placed between the two 
counters. The singles spectrum of Ba*^^ in Nal(Tl) showed three prominent peaks
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corresponding to 32 (X-rays), 80 and 355 keV. The single channel on the N al side 
was set to accept the 80 keV y-ray while on the anthracene side we used the single 
channel as a discriminator to accept all the pulses above 80 keV. The anthracene 
crystal was covered with a circular lead sheet o f 0.12 cm thickness to minimize 
the detection of unwanted 32 keV X-rays. It also reduces the recording of the false 
prompt coincidences produced due to the Compton scattered events from the an­
thracene and detected in the N al counter. With all these precautions the delayed 
curve for Cs^^^ was obtained as shown in fig. 4. The half-life of the level was calculated 
from the slope of the curve and was found to be =  (6.08+0.4) x 10“ ® sec, which 
confirmed the measurements of Graham and Bell ^).
Fig. 4. Delayed coincidence curve o f the 80 keV level in C s'“ .
4.2. TH E 27 keV LEVEL IN
Graves and Mitchell '^ ) suggested that the 41 d activity of Te^^®”  decays primarily 
to the 74 min state of Te^^® which in turn disintegrates through j8-emission. About 
72 % of beta goes to the 27 keV level and about 15 % goes to a level at 502 keV which 
populates the first excited state of through the emission of the 475 keV v-ray. 
Coincidences were recorded between the 470 keV y-ray and 27 keV y-ray for the 
measurement of the half-life of the 27 keV state. The single channel on the N al 
side was adjusted to accept the peak of 27 keV while the single channel on the 
anthracene side was set on the high energy end of 470 keV y-rays. The anthracene 
crystal was covered with 1 mm of lead to stop X-rays and 27 keV y-rays to be detected
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in the start channel. The delayed coincidence curve obtained with the above adjust­
ment is shown in fig. 5. The half-life of the level calculated from the logarithmic slope 
o f the curve was found to be =  (1.59 +  0.13)x 10“ ® sec, as compared to the 
estimated mean life =  1.5 x 10“ ® sec reported by Jha et al. as a result of nuclear 
resonant absorption measurements.
Fig. 5. Delayed coincidence curve of the 27 keV level in
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